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Final Narrative Report

Research Study Accomplishments

The overall purpose of the work supported by this grant was three-fold: (a) to co-create

with a wide range of community engagement practitioners a reflection framework designed to

support deepening partnerships, (b) to inquire into the utility of that framework as an

intervention to deepen partnerships, and (c) to inquire into the planning processes individuals and

groups undertook as they designed and then looked back on their use of that framework. The

activities funded by this grant fall into two parts.

The activities in Part I took place between July 2021 and March 2022. During the

summer, the research team produced version 1.0 of the TRES II RF, enhancing the published

TRES II scale (Kniffin et al., 2020) with prompts structured in accordance with the DEAL Model

of Critical Reflection (Ash & Clayton, 2009) to focus users’ meaning making on such aspects of

their partnerships as, for example, who is and isn’t involved and how well underlying values

align with partnership activities. In September, the team conducted online workshops (via Zoom)

focused on walking participants through the RF version 1.0 and soliciting feedback. The

workshops engaged 40 participants in two 90-minute sessions. Use of the feedback resulted in

RF version 1.5, with the most prominent enhancement being the addition of reflective prompts

within the scale itself, supporting users in developing and documenting the thinking that

underlay their sense of the current and desired nature of the partnership (e.g., “What decisions

am I thinking about and who is involved in making them?”) and thus their scale responses. In the

next several months, the team engaged additional individuals in a series of opportunities to learn

about the RF and the associated research project and to provide feedback, including sessions at
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the fall 2021 conference of the International Association of Research on Service-Learning and

Community Engagement, the January 2022 Collaboratory Coffee Chat, the February 2022 North

Carolina Campus Compact Pathways to Achieving Civic Engagement Conference, and the April

2022 Indiana Campus Compact Summit. By early April 2022 the research team had finalized the

RF version 2.0 for use in the pilot study. Primary changes made to version 1.5 included:

eliminating some questions and simplification of others; incorporating graphic icons to support

users in following the “threads” or sub-themes that run through the reflection process (e.g.,

underlying values, purposes, activities); splitting one large section into two and thus better

allowing for distinct individual and collaborative uses of the RF; eliminating one domain

(Satisfaction) and developing an alternative (Communication); producing an orientation session

and instructional videos; and developing a Google doc template for collaborative use by

participants.

Part II of the project began in October 2021 (overlapping with Part I) as the research team

began drafting a proposal to be submitted to IUPUI’s Institutional Review Board. In the period

between October 2021 and March 2022, the researchers drafted recruitment materials, developed

a protocol for interviewing site liaisons before and after each site’s use of the RF, mapped out the

intervention (i.e., the process of working with each site liaison to support use of the RF and

associated data gathering), and created a RF participant survey. IRB approval was granted on

January 28, 2022. Participant recruitment and scheduling occurred in February and March.

During April and the first half of May, the pilot projects were undertaken at three sites. Each site

had a liaison who communicated between the research team and the site RF participants. The site

RF participants were invited to complete the RF and, subsequently, the survey (NOTE: Each site
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designed its own customized approach to completing the RF). The participants were provided

with a blank, digital copy of the TRES II Reflection Framework version 2.0; and completed

frameworks were sent back to the research team as data. The RFs were completed in two

different ways depending on the site-specific research design: (a) one site completed the entire

framework collaboratively and submitted one joint RF, and (b) two sites used the framework

individually then came together as partnerships to engage in collaborative meaning making and

action planning that drew heavily on that individual pre-work. When the RF participants

gathered to complete the RF collaboratively, these were recorded on Zoom and transcribed. The

researchers kept observation notes during the collaborative sessions, which one of them

facilitated in all but one case (in which the site liaison facilitated, relying heavily on the

instructional videos). One week after their collaborative sessions, RF participants were sent an

invitation to complete an online survey with quantitative and qualitative questions focused on the

TRES II Scale, the RF as a whole, and their perceptions of the impact of using it on their

perspectives and practices related to their partnerships. We will send the survey again in six

months and invite RF participants to participate in a focus group, hoping to ascertain longer-term

impacts of using the RF.

Research Study Data Analysis and Findings

Data Analysis Description

Liaison pre-post interviews. Semi-structured liaison interviews were conducted (remotely

via Zoom) before and after site-specific use of the RF. They initially focused on plans for using

the RF and then retrospective analysis of its use. The interviews included the liaisons’

perspectives on the usability of the RF in differing contexts with the goal of improving the RF’s
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accessibility and usability. Coding qualitative data collected through the interviews was

conducted using predominantly inductive coding methods appropriate for an exploratory study

and for the small sample size. Descriptive and in vivo coding were the primary basis for

identifying themes in the data, and these were cross-checked with other data sources: researcher

notes, participant survey, and analysis of parts of the RF responses.

Completed reflection frameworks. Scale Items. The TRES II Scale is embedded in the

RF. Participants were asked to mark their responses to each of the scale 10 domains for both the

current and desired states. Each response corresponds to a value of 1-4. Those values were

analyzed for their averages and the difference between the two responses. Key Take-Aways &

Action Steps. In the Articulate Learning section of the RF, participants identified key

take-aways from the reflection process. Some did this lightly as individuals, but then they were

asked to draw those forward and create collaborative action steps.

Researcher notes. During and after the collaborative sessions, the two researchers who

were there to facilitate and observe took notes in a Google doc. Their observations and

notetaking continued during the liaison post-interviews. Below we have compiled those

observations into three categories: (a) what we might change, (b) what worked, and (c) other

considerations.

Surveys. The research team developed a survey for participants to take one week after

completion of the reflection process to surface potential ways in which using the RF might have

had an influence (or in the future might have an influence on) participants, the relationship they

chose to focus on, and their community-engaged relationships in general. Estimated to take 15

minutes to complete, the survey consisted of both closed- and open-ended questions; the
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closed-ended questions included 8 response options, ranging from “a great deal negatively” (1)

to “a great deal positively” (7) and included “not applicable.” Participants completed the survey

in a Google form, which generated three reports: summary data, individual data, and data by

question. Of the 26 individuals who consented to participate in the study, 12 completed the

survey, yielding a response rate of 46.2%.

Findings

The full findings are presented in Appendix D. In this section, we discuss the findings in

relation to the three purposes of the study, combining data from multiple data sources.

Purpose A: To co-create a framework designed to support reflection on and deepening of

partnerships with a wide range of community engagement practitioners. Part I of the study aided

the team in moving from version 1.0 to version 2.0 of the RF; in Part II, we piloted version 2.0,

and here we describe analysis of findings that indicate what should be considered when creating

version 3.0. The liaison post-interviews, researcher observation notes, and open-ended survey

data pointed to two major findings related to version 3.0:

(1) Make direct edits to the RF, including:

● Editing the introduction in the RF to be less academic.

● Editing the TRES II Scale, including re-ordering domains and providing clarity on

the domains role of partnership in partners’ sense of self and power.

● Re-positioning Examine III and IV to be side-by-side to eliminate the need to flip

back and forth and to remind participants of their individual thinking while

discussing Examine IV collaboratively.

● Removing or rearranging Examine IV part D.
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● Bringing in a designer to help make the tool more accessible and digestible.

(2) Provide more guidance for the use of the RF. That may include:

● Discuss a timeline with the RF participants to allow ample room to meet espoused

planning goals and to include all participants desired. Consider adding a

follow-up meeting to the process to help move from naming action steps to

initiating them.

● Letting the participants collectively make choices about how they would like to

approach the RF process such as potentially doing Describe as part of the

orientation, selecting a subset of the themes (e.g., purposes, values, activities) for

the whole group to respond to, documenting their individual RF responses for use

in later collaborative discussion.

● Creating a facilitator’s guide with specific strategy and process suggestions.

● Updating the instructional videos to provide more process suggestions related to

risk and vulnerability and to suggest specific approaches to each section of the

RF.

Purpose B: To inquire into the utility of the RF as an intervention to deepen partnerships.

One of the key research aims of this study was understanding how the RF might be used by those

working with community-campus partnerships and its utility as an intervention to deepen

partnership quality. Here we summarize a few of the findings associated with this goal:

● The RF supported participants in examining the current and ideal state of their

partnerships. Using the RF to reflect on 10 partnership domains, participants

distinguished between the nature of their partnerships as currently experienced and as
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they would prefer them to exist. Of the domains provided, the largest difference between

the average current and desired ratings occurred in the domains of power, goals, and role

of the partnership in the work of each partner. Domains related to outcomes and

resources received the highest ratings for current status, and power and conflict received

the lowest.

● By completing the RF, participants were able to arrive at key take-aways regarding their

partnership. Based on responses to the Key Take-aways section of the RF, the experience

has led participants to, for example, reassess their relationship with partners, and

neighborhoods; consider who is missing from the overall partnership conversation (e.g.,

residents, students); reflect on their desire to expand relationships with community

organizations while simultaneously respecting their time and other constraints; think

about long-term planning and sustainability in partnerships; and ask questions about the

student experience.

● Participants also reported that using the RF influenced their approach to partnerships. On

a 7-point scale (ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree) administered as part of

the follow-up survey, participants reported that completing the RF influenced their clarity

regarding the nature of the community-campus relationship (mean 6.67/7.0), how they

think about others in the relationship (6.58/7.0), and their perspective on the relationship

(6.42/7.0). A full table with mean scores for each survey item is included in Appendix D.

● Both workshop participants and liaisons provided comments that speak to the continued

usefulness of the RF in their work. Participants requested access to the RF documents

after the workshops and wanted to continue engaging with them individually and in
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smaller groups. Liaisons asked about opportunities to use components of the RF in their

own future work and proposed ways that it could be integrated into existing partnership

activities. In their post-interviews, several liaisons also noted that the RF provided an

important space for reflection and in-depth conversations.

● Among the strengths of the RF cited by the liaisons were the robustness of the tool,

particularly the conceptualization of partnerships and their dimensions.

● All the liaisons appreciated that the RF encourages more than superficial reflection. The

liaisons spoke highly of both the overarching logic and the flow of the RF, which

encouraged deeper reflection and the importance of holding space for broader

conversation, not only narrow instrumental, project-focused discussion.

● The liaison interviews consistently referenced the length of the RF and the time needed to

complete it as limitations to its use.

● All of the liaisons noted that the RF presented a lot of new information for participants

(e.g., the SOFAR, DEAL, and EUTT frameworks) that added to the cognitive load of

reflecting on their partnerships.

● Some wondered whether community partners might view some content as jargon,

off-putting, or not relevant.

● The scalability of the RF was another limitation pondered by the liaisons, including

concern about their ability to facilitate the RF in the context of a multi-faceted

partnership with multi-ongoing projects and initiatives involving overlapping or different

personnel and divergent interests at stake.
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Purpose C: To inquire (preliminarily) into the planning processes individuals and groups

undertook as they designed and then looked back on their use of that framework.

As part of the work to refine the usability, utility, and transformative potential of the RF,

the research team wanted to understand the liaison’s assumptions and tacit theories about

program planning (refer to Appendix D for the full report). Program planning theory refers to

those sets of ideas and assumptions that shape decisions about how planners organize their

projects/programs. Drawing on the work of Wilson and Cervero (2010 a,b), three program

planning orientations were presented to the liaisons as part of the post-interview protocol. These

included: Conventional, Deliberative and Critical Program Planning Theories [Table D2]

Liaisons were invited to locate their practice (as measured by the planning decisions they made

in this study) within one or more of the planning orientations presented. They were also asked to

identify their preferred orientation, including commenting on the strengths and limitations of

each of the orientations. Liaison responses were compared to other statements made during the

pre- and post-interviews that spoke to their values, assumptions, and practices regarding the

work of program planning in community-academic partnerships. Table D3 outlines their

espoused and practice program planning orientations as recorded in the interviews as well as

their stated goals for what they wanted to learn by using the RF.

The key takeaways regarding site liaisons’ program planning orientations during the

project included the following:

● None of the liaisons identified the Conventional Program Planning orientation as a

dimension of their partnership practice. The interview data suggested that at least two

of the liaisons, Carmen (Site B) and Felicia (Site C), may hold a Critical orientation,
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while Laura (Site A) may be more animated by a Deliberative orientation with

perhaps some emergent leanings toward a Critical one.

● All three liaisons in this study expressed a desire towards broadening participation,

beyond current levels, in their partnership program planning efforts in ways that could

be understood as part of either a Deliberative or Critical orientation.

● In reflecting on what occurred during the RF process, none of the liaisons desired

plans to include more diverse voices across SOFAR as RF participants and/or

planners worked out to the degree they had hoped, constraining expression of their

espoused program planning orientation. Constraints on time and space were cited as

the primary constraint.

● Two of the three liaisons (Carmen [Site B] and Felicia [Site C]) openly acknowledged

tension between their desire for co-creation and inclusion and what to do if Os, in

particular, would not be able to join the RF process.

● There is evidence to indicate that at least two of the liaisons (Carmen [Site B, and

Felicia [Site C]) did experience a shift toward more explicit awareness that program

planning decisions are a vital dimension of the reflexive partnership practice and

inquiry, that it needs to be accounted for as part of the inquiry process itself.

● Another observable shift among two liaisons (Carmen [Site B, and Felicia [Site C])

was a strengthening in resolve and accountability, including as related to program

planning.

Findings That Support ICC’s Mission
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A significant aspect of ICC’s work is advancing the field of SL/CE. The goals of this

research and its findings have made and will continue to make contributions to the SL/CE field.

Too little conceptual analysis, research, and practical interventions to improve SL/CE

relationships have appeared in the extant literature outside of the work by this research team

(e.g., Kniffin et al., 2020). The grant has supported the refinement of the TRES II Scale, one of

the few operationalizations to assess aspects of SL/CE relationships. It has contributed to the

development of a reflection framework that deepens the analysis of SL/CE relationships. Finally,

it has made possible the initial data collection that supports the conclusions that the RF is

practical (i.e., can be implemented at different institutions in multiple ways), versatile (i.e., can

engage multiple types of stakeholders in an analysis of SL/CE relationships), and is efficacious

(i.e., can have a positive impact on numerous aspects of the quality of SL/CE relationships, result

in the identification of action steps to improve relationships). We are not aware of any similar

contribution to the SL/CE field that can deepen relationships through a process similar to the RF.

As one participant noted, “It [the RF] allowed us to think about the relationships in ways we

never would have otherwise.” The contributions the RF can make to the SL/CE field will include

improving the integrity of relationships, consistent with ICC’s mission. By engaging diverse

stakeholders in the RF process, we expect subsequent research to support the expectation that

improved SL/CE relationships will result in enhanced outcomes for students, instructors,

university staff, community partners, and communities.

Impact and Outcomes

Ninety-three individuals participated in the project, including students, community

organization representatives, professional staff, and faculty. Three campuses hosted a total of five
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partnerships that served as research sites on the RF; 26 individuals from those partnerships

participated in the study, generating a set of completed TRES II Reflection Frameworks and

follow-up surveys in addition to pre- and post-interviews with three campus liaisons. The project

also engaged participants at multiple convenings ranging from regional to international.

Although the nature of this intervention (e.g., use of the RF to reflect on a partnership)

did not generate direct evidence of impact on such dimensions as authentic relationships,

community partner organizations, or normalization of community engagement, we offer the

following pieces of self-reported outcomes that may constitute precursors of potential impacts in

these areas. Responses on the survey indicated that completing the RF positively influenced the

participants’ perception of various aspects of the community-campus relationship on which they

were reflecting, including: (a) their commitment to the community-campus relationship, (b) the

clarity regarding the nature of the community-campus relationship, (c) how they think about

others in the community-campus relationship, (d) their perspective on the community

engagement relationships now and in the future, and (e) follow through after using the RF on

subsequent communications and action steps by a majority of the participants. Even in instances

in which participants had a positive perception of the partnership prior to completing the RF

(which most did), the activity, “present[ed] ways the relationship could be stronger and more

beneficial to all parties,” according to one survey respondent. Others noted important changes to

their practice as a result of using the RF “see[ing] value in creating co-creative space” and “the

importance of full participation and representation.”

Additionally, participants reported that the following TRES II domains, in particular, had

the greatest impact on their perspectives: communication, interactions, and role of the
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partnership on each partner’s work. In terms of practices, participants reported that

communications, nature and frequency of interactions, and outcomes were the survey domains

with the greatest impact. Participants reported that the RF provided the space for “deeper

conversations” and considered engaging a broader group of stakeholders in the future.

Below are examples of action steps reported by each of the partnerships:

● “Engage [community partner] in needs assessment/reassessment of relationship.”

● “Collective discussions around sustainability. Address sustainability beyond continuation

of programs to building of interpersonal relationships.”

● “How can [the university] share their student’s reflections with the [the community

organization] to help [the community organization] learn about their impact on [the

university] students?”

● “Build connection with [community organization’s] community outreach”

● “Schedule a follow-up meeting for an annual reflection. Define a structure, how often,

who to include.”

The survey asked participants to report whether they followed through on the action steps they

had identified in the RF. Of 12 who completed the survey, 8 (or 73%) indicated that they

followed through on a few or several steps; only 3 had not yet begun work on their action steps.

From the liaison interviews, all three sites had ongoing commitments to strengthen their

partnership relationships and partnership assessment capacity. The liaisons noted that

participation in the study aided the liaisons in working with colleagues on and off campus to

align their efforts with center/department [Sites B and C] and in at least one case institutional

priorities [Site A].
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Engaged Scholarship

One of the important attributes of the team of researchers supported by this ICC grant is

their record of scholarly contributions to the community-campus engagement field. This has

occurred and will continue to occur with this research on partnership-related reflection, which

aligns tightly with ICC’s mission focus on advancing the field. During the project period, the

team conducted two fall workshops and a Collaboratory Chat to obtain feedback on the process

and the materials used in the research. Conference presentations on the TRES II scale and the

development of the RF were made at the IARSLCE conference, the North Carolina Campus

Compact Pathways to Achieving Civic Engagement Conference, and the Indiana Campus

Compact Summit. Each of these presentations provided opportunities to inform practitioners and

scholars about TRES II and the RF as well as to recruit participants for the ICC research.

The most significant product generated as a result of research activities is the TRES II RF

(Version 2.0). This was disseminated to all participants in the research. Additionally,

instructional videos were created to support the use of the RF. Because of the research activities

and its results, the research team will now produce Version 3.0 of the RF for a subsequent major

research project that will provide additional evidence for its utility and impact on

community-campus relationships (yet to be funded). A proposal based on the research has

resulted in an accepted presentation at the Assessment Institute in October, 2022. We anticipate

that the research will continue to be a basis for additional dissemination at academic and

professional conferences as well as publications in journals. Thus, this project not only advances

ICC’s commitment to advancing the field of community engagement but also its focus on

capacity building for partnerships as a means of advancing the public good.
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Appendix A

Project Work Plan/Timetable

Table A1

Project Plan/Timetable

Date Activity

August - September
2021

Finalized RF version 1.

September 2021 Online Fall Workshops: Engaged 40 participants in two 90-minute
sessions to revise RF version 1 and recruit participants.

November 2021 IARSLCE Conference: Presented the RF and recruited participants.

January 2022 IRB approval obtained through IUPUI.

January 2022 Collaboratory Coffee Chat: Presented the RF, solicited feedback, and
recruited participants.

February 2022 PACE Conference: Presented the RF and recruited participants.

February-March 2022 Participant recruitment: Sent liaison and subject letters.

April 2022 ICC 2022 Summit & Research Summit: Presented the RF and received
feedback from participants.

April-May 2022 Data Collection using RF at three sites.

May 2022 Data Analysis of RF responses, liaison interviews, and RF participant
surveys.

June 2022 Association of Leadership Educators conference: Share RF with
leadership educators doing engagement work.

October 2022 Presentation at the Assessment Institute.
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Appendix B

IRB Submission and/or Approval Documentation
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Appendix C

Research Data Collection Instruments

C1 Liaison Pre Interview Protocol
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C2 Liaison Post Interview Protocol
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The Transformational Evaluation Relationship 
Scale II (TRES II) Reflection Framework 

VERSION 2.0 
(April 2022) 

C3 TRES II Reflection Framework
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Introduction to the TRES II Reflection Framework 

 
Relationships are the lifeblood of service-learning and community engagement (SLCE). But how 
do we know that we are working together in ways that embody oft-cited values such as 
reciprocity and shared decision-making so as to advance both learning and change? The TRES 
II Reflection Framework was designed to support thoughtful reflection on and inquiry into 
relationships.  

 
“TRES” (pronounced “trees,” like in the forest) stands for Transformational Relationship 
Evaluation Scale. TRES II is the second version of a scale that was initially created in 2009 as a 
tool to support reflection on, assessment of, and research into the qualities and dynamics of 
relationships in SLCE. The TRES II Reflection Framework was built around the scale as its 
users and developers realized the value of additional support for turning responses to the scale 
into concrete action to deepen relationships. The Framework is thus a series of prompts for 
critical reflection on relationships designed to lead users to deeper understanding and deeper 
practice.  
 
Two Underlying Conceptual Frameworks 
First, work on TRES grew out of and further developed distinctions between transactional and 
transformational relationships (for early work on this distinction, see Enos & Morton, 2003). As 
we have written of this distinction:  

 
Transactional relationships aim for outcomes that are net positive (benefits 
exceed costs) for all members, with interactions grounded in exchanges that are 
often short-term, close-ended, and context-bound (i.e., concerned with the 
objectives of a particular activity). In transformational relationships … individuals 
do not merely benefit but also grow as they question established norms, and this 
may in turn lead to change in the partnerships and systems they are part of as 
well. Members of transformational relationships adopt longer-term and more 
open-ended perspectives, their identities are defined at least partly in terms of 
the partnership … and its broader goals, and those goals evolve as new 
meanings and possibilities emerge. (Kniffin et al., 2020, pp. 6-7) 
 

Over time (see Kniffin et al., 2020 for an overview) work on TRES came to encompass the 
realities of exploitative and uni-directional relationships as well. Exploitative relationships 
have net negative outcomes (costs exceeding benefits) for at least one member; and in uni-
lateral relationships value (e.g., resources, knowledge) is not exchanged but rather flows in only 
one direction. We now use the visual below to express these four types of relationship, noting 
that relationships may exhibit characteristics associated with more than one of these types (i.e., 

How can relationships and partnerships in service-learning and community 
engagement be thoughtfully examined and potentially deepened? 
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they may be transactional in some aspects and transformational in others), and they may shift 
among these types across time and across contexts.  
 
 
     Exploitative  Uni-directional     Transactional        Transformational 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Second, relationships in SLCE generally include some combination of people from the five 
categories conceptualized in the SOFAR model visualized below (see Bringle et al., 2009; 
Kniffin et al., 2020): 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
SOFAR illustrates how “community–campus” relationships and partnerships can be 
differentiated into representatives of community Organizations and Residents (community 
stakeholders) and Faculty, Students, and institutional Administrators (including professional 
staff) on campus (campus stakeholders). Any given individual may be associated with more 
than one SOFAR category (e.g., an instructor or student may also have an administrative role, 
be a board member of a community-based organization, and be a resident of the community). 
And potential partners may represent other categories (e.g., funders, municipalities, 
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neighborhood associations) that are not expressed in this simple visual. As you use the SOFAR 
model, please customize it as appropriate for your context. 
Relationships in SLCE may occur between and among individual persons and/or collectives 
(e.g., nonprofit organizations, government agencies), taking the form of either: 

● dyads (i.e., between 2 individuals),  
● triads (i.e., among 3 individuals), 
● networks (i.e., for the purposes of this framework, loose ties among more than 3 

individuals within a single or among multiple organizations/groups), or 
● partnership entities (i.e., “structured, enduring association[s] of individuals, groups, 

and organizations that engage in common activity and combine resources to achieve 
common goals” (Kniffin et al., 2020, p. 5))  

 
The Reflection Framework 
The reflection process that is supported with the prompts that comprise the TRES II Reflection 
Framework encourage users to clarify their understandings of, assumptions about, and 
commitments to relationships. It should raise questions and generate ideas that can be used to 
deepen relationships in SLCE. The Reflection Framework provides an opportunity to look at and 
critically examine the quality of a relationship and evaluate where it has been and where it can 
go. It does not assess other types of outcomes that can result from an SLCE relationship--
different tools do that.  
 
This framework has three (3) primary sections–each with prompts that build on the previous 
section—and is structured using the DEAL Model for Critical Reflection (Ash & Clayton, 2009), 
as follows: 

1. Describe the factual details of the relationship you want to deepen understanding and 
practice of (e.g., its participants, purposes, activities, history)  

2. Examine the relationship (e.g., implications of who is and is not part of it, success in 
achieving its purposes) including using the TRES II scale itself and then re-considering 
your (and your partners’) thinking about the relationship accordingly  

3. Articulating Learning about the relationship (i.e., key take-ways, their implications, 
associated questions for further thought), which includes determining specific actions 
you and your partners can take to deepen your relationship. 

 
Using the Reflection Framework 
Before you begin to reflect using the DEAL structure, you will first need to determine a particular 
focal relationship. The first section below provides prompts to help you think about both which 
relationship you want to reflect on and why that reflection might matter to you and to the 
relationship. Once you have determined the specific relationship, it is important that you keep 
your focus on it throughout the reflection process, not slip back and forth between multiple 
relationships. 
 
If you are doing this reflection by yourself, then after you bullet or write out your responses in 
each section simply move to the next; after you complete the TRES II scale you will complete 
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EXAMINE Part III and then skip EXAMINE Part IV (although we strongly encourage you to 
connect with other partners, sharing your thinking, inviting theirs, and determining action steps 
together). 
 
If you are doing this reflection with others then you may decide to work together throughout 
(e.g., one combined Description) OR to respond to each section individually and then share and 
discuss your responses before moving on to the next section. If you are working together 
throughout, after you complete the TRES II scale you will skip EXAMINE Part III and move on to 
EXAMINE Part IV.  
 
NOTE: These icons represent thinking threads that will be utilized through the entirety of the 
framework. Please refer to this legend for icon identification. 
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Focal Relationship for this Reflection 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Think about an SLCE relationship you want to deepen and respond to the questions below. 

PROMPTS
A. WHICH RELATIONSHIP IS THE FOCUS OF MY / OUR REFLECTION HERE? WHICH

RELATIONSHIP IS IT THAT WE WANT TO DEEPEN? (in other words, what is the unit
of analysis for this reflection?)

My/Our WHICH: 
● Which specific type of SLCE relationship is the focus of my/our reflection (see definitions in the

Introduction above)? Circle one:

○ A dyad that consists of me and who?
○ A triad that consists of me and what other 2 people?
○ A network (i.e., for the purposes of this framework, loose ties among more than 3

individuals within a single or among multiple organizations/groups)
○ A partnership entity (i.e., “structured, enduring association[s] of individuals, groups, and

organizations that engage in common activity and combine resources to achieve
common goal” (Kniffin et al., 2020, p. 5))

● If this relationship encompasses more than one SLCE context (e.g., more than one course, a
course and a research project) which context(s) am I / are we focusing on here?

● Which, if any, of the people in this relationship are also using this Reflection Framework
currently? Are we working individually or together on it, or some of both? Also, what is most
notable about the gaps (i.e., those partners who are not joining me in this reflection)?
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B. WHY SHOULD I/WE UNDERTAKE REFLECTION ON THIS RELATIONSHIP? 

  

My/our WHYs: 
● Am I (are we) reflecting on relationships in the context of research, program evaluation, teaching, 

community development, social justice work, or something else? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

● Why might this process of reflecting on a relationship be valuable to me? To others in this 
relationship? To the relationship itself? To the work we do together? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

● What do I/we hope might be different after undertaking this reflection? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

● What learning, outcomes, plans, or products do I/we hope this reflection process leads to? 
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DESCRIBE this Relationship  
INSTRUCTIONS  
This is “just the facts,” not interpretations or judgments. What does a “fly on the wall” know about this 
relationship: that is what you should include here. If you don’t know any of the information, just note 
that and move on. 
 
PROMPTS           

A. Who does this relationship consist of at present (e.g., what individual and/or organizational 
partners)? Who else affects and/or is affected by this relationship? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

B. Overall, what are the purposes of this relationship? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
C.  What are the values that drive / ground this relationship? 
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D. Overall, what activities does this relationship include? In other words, what do we do 
together? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
E. What specific resources support this relationship? 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
F. Historically, since this partnership began, what have been some changes that are 

particularly relevant to the state of the partnership today? What have been some key 
milestones in its development? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
G. WILDCARD: What else do I / we think is important information to bring to mind when 

describing this relationship? [Make notes here with your description of these other elements 
of the relationship.] 
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EXAMINE this Relationship, Part I 
INSTRUCTIONS 
The questions that follow support you in beginning to make meaning of the relationship you just 
described. You will build on and begin to interpret the significance of those details here. 

PROMPTS 
A. Looking back at my / our description of the who of this relationship (DESCRIBE, PART A),

which of the SOFAR categories are most and least represented in this relationship? Why is
that the case (consider both historical and current reasons), and how does it impact our
work together?

• What dynamics of this relationship might be related to other similarities and differences
among us (besides SOFAR role; e.g., age, ethnicity, gender, level of experience,
commitment)?

B. Looking back at my / our description of the purposes of this relationship (DESCRIBE, PART
B): On a scale of 1 to 10, how well is this relationship accomplishing these purposes?

(not at all)     (completely) 

• Why do I / we rate it this way?

2 31 4 96 7 85 10
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C. In what ways do the activities and supports (DESCRIBE, PART D & E) noted in the description
      above align with or live out the values (DESCRIBE, PART C) and in what ways do they not?

D. What do I / we see as the most important strengths and growth areas of this relationship?
Consider the historic changes and milestones you noted in the description above
(DESCRIBE, PART F) as well as recent and emerging characteristics of the relationships.

E. WILDCARD: What else do I / we want to think about regarding this relationship? Consider,
but don’t be limited to, the additional aspects of the relationship you noted in the description
above (DESCRIBE, PART G). [Make notes here with your reflection on these other
elements of the relationship.]
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EXAMINE the Relationship, Part II 
INSTRUCTIONS 
This section consists of the TRES II scale. These prompts support you in continuing to make meaning of your relationship.  
     
How to complete the scale: 
Please indicate your general impressions about your relationship, selecting the alternatives that best represent the relationship, as 
follows.  

❖ Mark with an “X” the alternative that best characterizes the current state of the relationship from your point of view.  
❖ Mark with an “X” the alternative that best characterizes the desired future state of the relationship from your point of view. 
 
 

NOTE: For simplicity of language, the items in the scale refer to “the partnership”; please translate that to indicate which type of 
relationship you are reflecting on (i.e., a dyad, a triad, a network, a partnership entity).  
 
 
NOTE: You may or may not believe your desired future state is likely in your context, given the range of constraints associated with the 
systems you are part of. While honoring the reality of limitations and the potential frustrations of desiring a state you deem unlikely, please 
indicate the state you desire and, as you wish, add notes to express any concerns. Naming your desired state is an important step in 
moving toward it, and those you are in relationship with may well be able to co-create possibilities with you that otherwise elude you.  

 
PROMPTS 
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1. Goals:
Current Desired 

The goals of at least one of the partners are not known and/or are hampered, and this causes them harm 

The goals of only some of the partners are acted on, but that is not harmful to anybody. 

The distinct goals of all the partners are important to and acted on by the partnership. 

We share common, integrated, and expanding goals that are “our” goals (not “mine” and “yours” separately). 

When it comes to GOALS in this partnership: 
● I am / we are thinking about goals such as:

● Who contributes / contributed to establishing these goals? Who does / did not?

● Whose goals are prioritized? Whose are not? Why?
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2. Conflict: 

 

  

Current Desired 

  Conflict remains unacknowledged or is avoided, and this causes harm to the partners 

  
Conflict is acknowledged and partly managed such that underlying issues are unresolved but neither the partners 
nor partnership is harmed. 

  Conflict is successfully resolved by the partners. 

  Conflict is embraced by the partners as a catalyst to generate new possibilities for the partnership. 

When it comes to CONFLICT in this relationship, I am / we are thinking about: 
• Conflict between whom (look back at the earlier description of the WHO’s of the relationship)? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Conflict about what? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Why did I / w rate “current” as I / we did? 
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3. Decision-making: 

  

  

Current Desired 

  
At least one of the partners makes decisions in ways that do not involve all of us, and those decisions 
disadvantage at least one of us. 

  Decisions are made in isolation but with consideration of the other partners. 

  Partners make decisions through a means acceptable to all, and the decisions reached serve us individually. 

  
Partners carefully weigh possibilities and determine together how decisions are made, and the decisions we 
make benefit the partnership as well as the individual partners.     

When it comes to DECISION-MAKING in this relationship, I am / we are thinking about: 
• Decisions about what / on what types of questions or issues? 

 
 
 

 
 
 

• Who as the decision makers? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Why did I / we rate “current” as I / we did? 
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4. Resources (e.g., material goods, time, expertise, money): 

 

  

Current Desired 

  
At least one partner takes resources from others, and/or there is no consideration of what is appropriate for each 
to contribute; some partners are harmed as a result. 

  
At least one partner contributes resources to and for other partners, who are not thought to have resources to 
contribute themselves. 

  All partners exchange existing resources for mutual benefit. 

  
Investment of resources is equitable (even if unequal, our contributions are proportional to our means), new 
resources are generated, and resources are understood to be collective (not “mine” and “yours”). 

When it comes to RESOURCES in this partnership: 
• What am I / are we thinking of as “resources”? What am I / are we not thinking of? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

• What resources are necessary for the partnership? Do we all agree on this? 
 

 
 
 
 
 

• How does the partnership approach conversations about resources? 
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5. Role of this partnership in each partner’s work: 

 

  

Current Desired 

  The work of at least one partner is hindered by participating in the partnership. 

  
The partnership advances the distinct work of at least one, but not all, partners through the contributions of 
some, but not all, other partners. 

  The distinct work of all partners is advanced through the contributions of all other partners. 

  
Partners co-create work that we see as “our” work, and our individual and collective capacity to understand and 
do the work is enhanced. 

When it comes to ROLES OF THIS PARTNERSHIP IN EACH PARTNER’S WORK: 
● How, specifically, has this partnership changed each of our work? Has this influence changed over time? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

● How has our work not been changed by this partnership? In what ways, if any, do we want this partnership to have more / 
different influence on our work? 
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6. Role of this partnership in sense of self (for example, confidence, agency, voice): 

  

  

Current Desired 

  The sense of self of one or more partners is weakened by participating in the partnership. 

  
The partnership contributes to the distinct sense of self of one or more partners through the contributions of 
others. 

  The distinct sense of self of all partners is strengthened through the contributions of others. 

  The sense of self of all partners is deepened by developing a joint sense of self (as members of the partnership). 

When it comes to ROLE OF THIS PARTNERSHIP IN SENSE OF SELF: 
● How, specifically, has this partnership changed each of our sense of self? Has this influence changed over time? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

● How has our sense of self not been changed by this partnership? In what ways, if any, do we want this partnership to have 
more / different influence on our sense of self? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

● Why did I / we rate “current” as I / we did? 
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7. Extent and nature of interactions: 

  

  

Current Desired 

  Interactions among partners are negative for at least one of us. 

  
One or some partners control the extent and nature of interactions, but the intent is for them to be positive for 
everyone. 

  A range of interactions is designed with contributions by all partners. 

  
The variety of frequent interactions that partners design goes beyond what any of us would otherwise do on our 
own and support the growth of partners (and the partnership). 

When it comes to INTERACTIONS in this relationship, I am / we are thinking about: 
● Interactions among whom? 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

● Interactions around / about what? 
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8. Power (in other words, the ability to have influence): 

  

  

Current Desired 

  At least one partner is taken advantage of through others’ uses of power, and their own power is not recognized. 

  Some partners use their power for the benefit of (some) others as those others have defined it. 

  The power of all partners is combined, and all of us have the power to enhance the equity of power distribution. 

  
The joint power of all partners generates new sources of and ways to use power, within each of us and as a 
partnership. 

When it comes to POWER in this relationship, I am / we are thinking about: 
• Power held by whom, from what sources? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

• Power used how? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

● Why did I / we rate “current” as I / we did? 
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9. Communication: 

  

  

Current Desired 

  At least one of us is left out of communication within this partnership, to our detriment. 

  Communication in this partnership includes all of us as recipients but is mostly one-way. 

  
Communication in this partnership includes all of us as both initiators and recipients and is effective in helping us 
get our work together done. 

  
Communication in this partnership includes all of us as both initiators and recipients and often generates new 
possibilities for our work together. 

When it comes to COMMUNICATION in this relationship, I am / we are thinking about: 
● Communication among whom? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

● Communication about / around what? 
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10. Outcomes: 

 

  

Current Desired 

  This partnership undermines outcomes that matter to at least one partner. 

  This partnership advances outcomes that matter to some (but not all) partners individually. 

  This partnership enables all partners to attain outcomes that matter to us. 

  
This partnership cultivates individual and collective growth while allowing everyone to attain outcomes that are 
individually and jointly meaningful. 

When it comes to OUTCOMES in this relationship, I am / we are thinking about: 
● Outcomes such as? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Outcomes produced how? 
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11. Wildcard: What else do I / we want to think about regarding this relationship? 

  
 
As you write items for your wildcard domain, remember the underlying conceptual framework: 

 
 
        Exploitative  Uni-directional     Transactional        Transformational 

Current Desired 
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Directions for EXAMINE Part III and IV 
EXAMINE, PART III and PART IV support you in continuing to make meaning of your relationship. 

EXAMINE the Relationship, Part III (individual) 
INSTRUCTIONS 

The questions that follow support you in continuing to make meaning of your relationship. You 
will build on and begin to interpret the significance of your responses to the questions in the 
TRES II scale (EXAMINE, PART II) here.  

PROMPTS 
A. Having just completed the TRES II items (EXAMINE Part II):

• Right now, I am particularly aware of what about this relationship? (What stands out
most?)

• Right now, I am particularly surprised about …. 

If you are… 
Complete EXAMINE 

Part III 
Complete EXAMINE 

Part IV 

Complete 
ARTICULATE 

LEARNING 

The only person from your partnership using 
the reflection framework   

Using the reflection framework individually 
and others members of the partnership are 
also using it individually 


Now 


Later, with partners 


Now 

Working jointly (all together at the same time, 
e.g., one joint DESCRIBE)   
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• Right now, I am particularly pleased about …. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Right now, I am particularly concerned about …. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Right now, I particularly have questions about …. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

B. Unpack responses across domains in TRES II (EXAMINE PART II)  
• For which domains did I mark the same option for CURRENT and DESIRED? What 

supports the relationship in being where I want it to be? 
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• For which domains were my responses for CURRENT and DESIRED furthest 
apart? What is getting in the way of the relationship being where I want to be? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Which domains did I find easiest to respond to? What made responding easy?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Which domains did I find hardest to respond to? What made responding difficult?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• WILDCARD: In what other ways do I want to examine responses to the domains in the 
TRES II scale? 
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C. Looking back at responses in DESCRIBE and EXAMINE PART I (my/our earlier thinking 
about the who, purposes, activities, supports, grounding values, strengths, growth areas, 
wildcard(s)) 
• What does my thinking just above in this section suggest might be good changes to the 

who of this SLCE relationship? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• What does my thinking just above in this section suggest might be good changes to the 
purposes of this relationship? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• What does my thinking just above in this section suggest might be good changes to the 
activities included in this relationship? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• What does my thinking just above in this section suggest might be good changes to the 
supports for this relationship? 
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• What does my thinking just above in this section suggest might be good changes to the
values that drive/ground this relationship?

● What does my thinking just above in this section suggest might be good changes to my /
our sense of the most important strengths and growth areas of this relationship?

● What does my thinking just above in this section suggest might be good changes to what
else (“wildcard”) I / we wanted to think about regarding this relationship?

D. To what extent and in what ways does this SLCE relationship have the capacity to move in
desired directions? What might enable that movement?
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EXAMINE the Relationship, Part IV (collaborative) 
INSTRUCTIONS 
The questions that follow support you in continuing to make meaning of your relationship 
collaboratively. You will build on and begin to interpret the significance of your individual or 
collaborative responses to the questions in the TRES II scale (EXAMINE, PART II) and to 
EXAMINE, PART III here as you share and discuss responses with others in your relationship who 
are also engaging in this reflection process (whether you all are doing it together or separately).  
If  no one else involved in the relationship is engaging in this reflection process with you, then skip 
this section and move on to the next. 
 
PROMPTS 

A. Having just completed the TRES II items (EXAMINE Part II):  
 Right now, we are particularly aware of what about this relationship? (What stands out 

most?) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Right now, we are particularly surprised about ….  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Right now, we are particularly pleased about …. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Right now, we are particularly concerned about …. 
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 Right now, we particularly have questions about ….  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B. Unpack responses across domains in TRES II (EXAMINE PART II) (NOTE: You may find 

the notes you made in the boxes in the last section particularly useful here as you and your 
partner(s) unpack your responses to the scale):  
 For which domains did we all mark the same options for CURRENT and for DESIRED?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Why did each of us respond to those domains as we did? What explains similarities in 
our responses? [In other words, what do we collectively think is helping us be on the 
same page?] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 For which domains were our responses for CURRENT and for DESIRED furthest apart 
from one another? 
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 Why did each of us respond to those domains as we did? What explains differences in 
our responses? [In other words, what do we collectively think is getting in the way of our 
being on the same page?] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 Which domains did we all tend to find easiest to respond to? What helps us find those 

easiest to respond to? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Which domains did we all tend to find hardest to respond to? What makes us find those 
difficult to respond to? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 WILDCARD: In what other ways do we want to examine responses to the domains in the 
TRES II scale? 
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C. Looking back at responses in DESCRIBE and EXAMINE PART I (my/our earlier thinking 
about the who, purposes, activities, supports, grounding values, strengths, growth areas, 
wildcard(s)) 
 What does our thinking just above in this section suggest might be good changes to the 

who of this SLCE relationship? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 What does our thinking just above in this section suggest might be good changes to the 
purposes of this relationship? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 What does our thinking just above in this section suggest might be good changes to the 
activities included in this relationship? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 What does our thinking just above in this section suggest might be good changes to the 
supports for this relationship? 
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 What does our thinking just above in this section suggest might be good changes to the 
values that drive/ground this relationship 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 What does our thinking just above in this section suggest might be good changes to my / 
our sense of the most important strengths and growth areas of this relationship? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 What does our thinking just above in this section suggest might be good changes to 
what else (“wildcard”) I / we wanted to think about regarding this relationship? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
D. To what extent and in what ways does this SLCE relationship have the capacity to move in 

desired directions? What might enable that movement? 
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ARTICULATE LEARNING(S) about the relationship 
INSTRUCTIONS 
The tables that follow support you in grabbing hold of some of what you are learning about your SLCE relationship through this reflection. 
You will synthesize and begin to determine how you might act on your learning here and then develop some specific action steps in detail.  
PROMPTS 

A. Key take-aways from this reflection. (NOTE: Think about, but do not be limited to the categories that have run through Describe 
and Examine: who, purposes, activities, supports, values, strengths, growth areas, wildcards) 

  

Key Take-Away 1 

A key take-away is…  

It is important because…  

Potential implications are…  

A question about it is…  
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Key Take-Away 2 

A key take-away is…  

It is important because…  

Potential implications are…  

A question about it is…  
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Key Take-Away 3 

A key take-away is…  

It is important because…  

Potential implications are…  

A question about it is…  
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B. Action planning (specific actions to deepen my / our relationship in light of this reflection, building on the implications / questions /
potential actions associated with my / our key take-aways just above)

Action Item 1 

Action (what I/we will do to 
deepen this SLCE 

relationship) 

What tensions or trade-offs 
might be involved? 

Who should be involved 
(consider SOFAR)? 

What resources are 
available? Needed? 

What are short-, medium-, 
and long-term steps to 

take? 

How will we know if we are 
making progress? 

What very specifically is the 
first step to take? 
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Action Item 2 

Actions (what I/we will do to 
deepen this SLCE 

relationship) 

What tensions or trade-offs 
might be involved? 

Who should be involved 
(consider SOFAR)? 

What resources are 
available? Needed? 

What are short-, medium-, 
and long-term steps to 

take? 

How will we know if we are 
making progress? 

What very specifically is the 
first step to take? 
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Action Item 3 

Actions (what I/we will do to 
deepen this SLCE 

relationship) 

What tensions or trade-offs 
might be involved? 

Who should be involved 
(consider SOFAR)? 

What resources are 
available? Needed? 

What are short-, medium-, 
and long-term steps to 

take? 

How will we know if we are 
making progress? 

What very specifically is the 
first step to take? 
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C5 TRES II Subject Compensated Participation Information Sheet

INDIANA UNIVERSITY STUDY INFORMATION SHEET FOR RESEARCH
Critical Reflection on Community-Academic Partnerships Using a Reflection Framework

IRB: #12426

You are being asked to participate in a research study. Scientists do research to answer
important questions that might help change or improve the way we do things in the future. This
document will give you information about the study to help you decide whether you want to
participate. Please read this form, and ask any questions you have, before agreeing to be in the
study.

All research is voluntary. You can choose not to take part in this study. If you decide to
participate, you can change your mind later and leave the study at any time. You will not be
penalized or lose any benefits if you decide not to participate or choose to leave the study later.

This research is intended for individual 18 years of age or older. If you are under
age 18, do not participate in the research activities or complete the survey.

This research is for residents of the United States. If you are not a U.S. resident, do
not participate in the research activities or complete the survey.

The purpose of this study is to understand how people within community-campus
partnerships make sense of their relationships using the TRES II Reflection Framework
and how, if at all, their use of the framework can positively affect their relationships.

We are asking you if you want to be in this study because you have been identified as someone
who participates in a community-campus partnership, and we think you have valuable insights to
share about your work. The study is being conducted by Mary Price, IUPUI, Principal
Investigator; Robert Bringle, IUPUI, Co-PI; Lori Kniffin, Fort Hays State University, Co-PI; and
Patti Clayton, PHC Ventures, Co-PI. The research is funded by Indiana Campus Compact.

There is no compensation for your participation in this grant provided by the study team;
however, [name of office, organization, or campus] will provide honoraria in the amount of $125
to participants that participate in project activities as outlined below.

If you agree to be in the study, you will do the following things: Participate in one or more 1-3
hour workshops (virtual, in-person, or a combination) using the TRES II Reflection Framework
(total time is 3 hours), participate in a 1-2 hour focus group about your experience one month
after the workshop(s), and complete a survey about your experience. Audio recordings will be
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made of the workshop(s) and the focus group. The total duration of the research project will be
approximately six months.

Before agreeing to participate, please consider the risks and potential benefits of taking
part in this study. There are minimal risks associated with your participation in this study. The
research team anticipates several benefits for you as a participant. (1) Access to and knowledge
of the TRES II Reflection Framework. (2) New insight into key elements of your partnership to
inform your perspective, practice, and future plans. (3) The potential to enhance the quality of
relationship growth within your partnership.

We will protect your information and make every effort to keep your personal information
confidential, but we cannot guarantee absolute confidentiality. No information which could
identify you will be shared in publications about this study. All data collected through this
project will be electronic. Data include completed copies of the TRES II Reflection Framework,
audio recordings of workshops, focus groups, as well as responses to a TRES II Survey.
Recordings will be transcribed, identifying information will be removed, and a subject number
will be assigned so that a subject's workshop information, focus group information, and survey
can be catenated. Once the de-identified transcripts are created, the research team member will
destroy the audio recordings. Cloud based secure data storage for this project has been set up
through IUPUI using Google Drive.  The secure Google Drive site will be used to store all
collected project data. Access is limited to members of the research team with appropriate site
permissions. The site has been configured to allow for collaboration with members of the
research team outside of IU following university procedures. Data will be maintained in the site
through 2025 and then deleted.

Your personal information may be shared outside the research study if required by law. We also
may need to share your research records with other groups for quality assurance or data analysis.
These groups include the Indiana University Institutional Review Board or its designees, and
state or federal agencies who may need to access the research records (as allowed by law).

If you have questions about the study or encounter a problem with the research, contact
Mary Price, price6@iupui.edu, 317-278-2539.

For questions about your rights as a research participant, to discuss problems, complaints, or
concerns about a research study, or to obtain information or to offer input, please contact the IU
Human Research Protection Program office at 800-696-2949 or at irb@iu.edu.
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C6 TRES II Subject Participation Information Sheet

INDIANA UNIVERSITY STUDY INFORMATION SHEET FOR RESEARCH
Critical Reflection on Community-Academic Partnerships Using a Reflection Framework

IRB: #12426

You are being asked to participate in a research study. Scientists do research to answer
important questions that might help change or improve the way we do things in the future. This
document will give you information about the study to help you decide whether you want to
participate. Please read this form, and ask any questions you have, before agreeing to be in the
study.

All research is voluntary. You can choose not to take part in this study. If you decide to
participate, you can change your mind later and leave the study at any time. You will not be
penalized or lose any benefits if you decide not to participate or choose to leave the study later.

This research is intended for individual 18 years of age or older. If you are under
age 18, do not participate in the research activities or complete the survey.

This research is for residents of the United States. If you are not a U.S. resident, do
not participate in the research activities or complete the survey.

The purpose of this study is to understand how people within community-campus
partnerships make sense of their relationships using the TRES II Reflection Framework
and how, if at all, their use of the framework can positively affect their relationships.

We are asking you if you want to be in this study because you have been identified as someone
who participates in a community-campus partnership, and we think you have valuable insights to
share about your work. The study is being conducted by Mary Price, IUPUI, Principal
Investigator; Robert Bringle, IUPUI, Co-PI; Lori Kniffin, Fort Hays State University, Co-PI; and
Patti Clayton, PHC Ventures, Co-PI. The research is funded by Indiana Campus Compact.

If you agree to be in the study, you will do the following things: Participate in one or more 1-3
hour workshops (virtual, in-person, or a combination) using the TRES II Reflection Framework
(total time is 3 hours), participate in a 1-2 hour focus group about your experience one month
after the workshop(s), and complete a survey about your experience. Audio recordings will be
made of the workshop(s) and the focus group. The total duration of the research project will be
approximately six months.
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Before agreeing to participate, please consider the risks and potential benefits of taking
part in this study. There are minimal risks associated with your participation in this study. The
research team anticipates several benefits for you as a participant. (1) Access to and knowledge
of the TRES II Reflection Framework. (2) New insight into key elements of your partnership to
inform your perspective, practice, and future plans. (3) The potential to enhance the quality of
relationship growth within your partnership.

We will protect your information and make every effort to keep your personal information
confidential, but we cannot guarantee absolute confidentiality. No information which could
identify you will be shared in publications about this study. All data collected through this
project will be electronic. Data include completed copies of the TRES II Reflection Framework,
audio recordings of workshops, focus groups, as well as responses to a TRES II Survey.
Recordings will be transcribed, identifying information will be removed, and a subject number
will be assigned so that a subject's workshop information, focus group information, and survey
can be catenated. Once the de-identified transcripts are created, the research team member will
destroy the audio recordings. Cloud based secure data storage for this project has been set up
through IUPUI using Google Drive.  The secure Google Drive site will be used to store all
collected project data. Access is limited to members of the research team with appropriate site
permissions. The site has been configured to allow for collaboration with members of the
research team outside of IU following university procedures. Data will be maintained in the site
through 2025 and then deleted.

Your personal information may be shared outside the research study if required by law. We also
may need to share your research records with other groups for quality assurance or data analysis.
These groups include the Indiana University Institutional Review Board or its designees, and
state or federal agencies who may need to access the research records (as allowed by law).

If you have questions about the study or encounter a problem with the research, contact
Mary Price, price6@iupui.edu, 317-278-2539.

For questions about your rights as a research participant, to discuss problems, complaints, or
concerns about a research study, or to obtain information or to offer input, please contact the IU
Human Research Protection Program office at 800-696-2949 or at irb@iu.edu.
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C7 TRES II Liaison Compensated Participation Information Sheet

INDIANA UNIVERSITY STUDY INFORMATION SHEET FOR RESEARCH
Critical Reflection on Community-Academic Partnerships Using a Reflection Framework

IRB: #12426

You are being asked to participate in a research study. Scientists do research to answer
important questions that might help change or improve the way we do things in the future. This
document will give you information about the study to help you decide whether you want to
participate. Please read this form, and ask any questions you have, before agreeing to be in the
study.

All research is voluntary. You can choose not to take part in this study. If you decide to
participate, you can change your mind later and leave the study at any time. You will not be
penalized or lose any benefits if you decide not to participate or choose to leave the study later.

This research is intended for individuals 18 years of age or older. If you are under
age 18, do not participate in the research activities or complete the survey.

This research is for residents of the United States. If you are not a U.S. resident, do
not complete the survey.

The purpose of this study is to understand how people within community-campus
partnerships make sense of their relationships using the TRES II Reflection Framework
and how, if at all, their use of the framework can positively affect their relationships.

We are asking you if you want to be in this study because you have been identified as someone
who has an interest in community-campus partnerships, and we think you have valuable insights
to share about your work. The study is being conducted by Mary Price, IUPUI, Principal
Investigator; Robert Bringle, IUPUI, Co-PI; Lori Kniffin, Fort Hays State University, Co-PI; and
Patti Clayton, PHC Ventures, Co-PI. The research is funded by Indiana Campus Compact.

There is no compensation for your participation in this grant provided by the study team.

If you agree to be in the study, you will do the following things: Attend a meeting with our
research team to learn more about the research and to decide how to best engage participants in a
workshop (virtual, in-person, or a combination, 1-3 hours) and focus group. Because we are also
interested in how you plan to conduct the workshop and your impressions of how the workshop
was conducted, we would like to interview (1-2 hour) you during our planning session with the
research team and soon after the workshop. The total duration of the research project will be
approximately six months.
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As your [name of office, organization, or campus] will provide honoraria in the amount of $125
to participants that participate in project activities as outlined below, you maintain responsibility
for insuring timely distribution of those funds to eligible participants at your site.

Before agreeing to participate, please consider the risks and potential benefits of taking
part in this study. There are minimal risks associated with your participation in this study. The
research team anticipates several benefits for you as a participant: You will gain enhanced
understanding of the nature of community-campus partnerships, a deeper perspective on how to
enhance partnerships, and insights into organizing activities that use the TRES II Reflection
Framework.

We will protect your information and make every effort to keep your personal information
confidential, but we cannot guarantee absolute confidentiality. No information which could
identify you will be shared in publications about this study. All data collected through this
project will be electronic. Data include audio recordings of interviews prior to and after we
conduct the workshops. Recordings will be transcribed, identifying information will be removed,
and a subject number will be assigned so that your interviews can be catenated. Once the
de-identified transcripts are created, the research team member will destroy the audio recordings.
Cloud based secure data storage for this project has been set up through IUPUI using Google
Drive.  The secure Google Drive site will be used to store all collected project data. Access is
limited to members of the research team with appropriate site permissions. The site has been
configured to allow for collaboration with members of the research team outside of IU following
university procedures. Data will be maintained in the site through 2025 and then deleted.

Your personal information may be shared outside the research study if required by law. We also
may need to share your research records with other groups for quality assurance or data analysis.
These groups include the Indiana University Institutional Review Board or its designees, and
state or federal agencies who may need to access the research records (as allowed by law).

If you have questions about the study or encounter a problem with the research, contact
Mary Price, price6@iupui.edu, 317-278-2539.

For questions about your rights as a research participant, to discuss problems, complaints, or
concerns about a research study, or to obtain information or to offer input, please contact the IU
Human Research Protection Program office at 800-696-2949 or at irb@iu.edu.
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C8 TRES II Liaison Participation Information Sheet

INDIANA UNIVERSITY STUDY INFORMATION SHEET FOR RESEARCH
Critical Reflection on Community-Academic Partnerships Using a Reflection Framework

IRB: #12426

You are being asked to participate in a research study. Scientists do research to answer
important questions that might help change or improve the way we do things in the future. This
document will give you information about the study to help you decide whether you want to
participate. Please read this form, and ask any questions you have, before agreeing to be in the
study.

All research is voluntary. You can choose not to take part in this study. If you decide to
participate, you can change your mind later and leave the study at any time. You will not be
penalized or lose any benefits if you decide not to participate or choose to leave the study later.

This research is intended for individuals 18 years of age or older. If you are under
age 18, do not participate in the research activities or complete the survey.

This research is for residents of the United States. If you are not a U.S. resident, do
not complete the survey.

The purpose of this study is to understand how people within community-campus
partnerships make sense of their relationships using the TRES II Reflection Framework
and how, if at all, their use of the framework can positively affect their relationships.

We are asking you if you want to be in this study because you have been identified as someone
who has an interest in community-campus partnerships, and we think you have valuable insights
to share about your work. The study is being conducted by Mary Price, IUPUI, Principal
Investigator; Robert Bringle, IUPUI, Co-PI; Lori Kniffin, Fort Hays State University, Co-PI; and
Patti Clayton, PHC Ventures, Co-PI. The research is funded by Indiana Campus Compact.

If you agree to be in the study, you will do the following things: Attend a meeting with our
research team to learn more about the research and to decide how to best engage participants in a
workshop (virtual, in-person, or a combination, 1-3 hours) and focus group. Because we are also
interested in how you plan to conduct the workshop and your impressions of how the workshop
was conducted, we would like to interview (1-2 hour) you during our planning session with the
research team and soon after the workshop. The total duration of the research project will be
approximately six months.

Before agreeing to participate, please consider the risks and potential benefits of taking
part in this study. There are minimal risks associated with your participation in this study. The
research team anticipates several benefits for you as a participant: You will gain enhanced
understanding of the nature of community-campus partnerships, a deeper perspective on how to
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enhance partnerships, and insights into organizing activities that use the TRES II Reflection
Framework.

We will protect your information and make every effort to keep your personal information
confidential, but we cannot guarantee absolute confidentiality. No information which could
identify you will be shared in publications about this study. All data collected through this
project will be electronic. Data include audio recordings of interviews prior to and after we
conduct the workshops. Recordings will be transcribed, identifying information will be removed,
and a subject number will be assigned so that your interviews can be catenated. Once the
de-identified transcripts are created, the research team member will destroy the audio recordings.
Cloud based secure data storage for this project has been set up through IUPUI using Google
Drive.  The secure Google Drive site will be used to store all collected project data. Access is
limited to members of the research team with appropriate site permissions. The site has been
configured to allow for collaboration with members of the research team outside of IU following
university procedures. Data will be maintained in the site through 2025 and then deleted.

Your personal information may be shared outside the research study if required by law. We also
may need to share your research records with other groups for quality assurance or data analysis.
These groups include the Indiana University Institutional Review Board or its designees, and
state or federal agencies who may need to access the research records (as allowed by law).

If you have questions about the study or encounter a problem with the research, contact
Mary Price, price6@iupui.edu, 317-278-2539.

For questions about your rights as a research participant, to discuss problems, complaints, or
concerns about a research study, or to obtain information or to offer input, please contact the IU
Human Research Protection Program office at 800-696-2949 or at irb@iu.edu.
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Appendix D

Full Data Findings Report

Project Purpose and Research Questions

The research team is developing the “TRES II Reflection Framework” (i.e., set of

reflection prompts and guidance) to accompany the Transformational Relationship Evaluation

Scale (TRES) II scale that can be used to examine and strengthen the democratic qualities of

community engagement (i.e., teaching and research in and with the community) relationships

between and among academic staff, students, and community partners. The purpose of this study

is to understand how people within these types of partnerships make sense of their relationships

using the TRES II Reflection Framework (RF) and how, if at all, their use of the RF can

positively affect their relationships. A secondary purpose of this study is to understand in what

ways the RF is used and might be altered to become more user-friendly and effective across a

range of contexts.

Research Design

This pilot study was informed by our commitments to co-inquiry and community

engagement. The research team co-created the research design to include opportunities for some

of the participants (i.e., liaisons) to deeply inform the study at their sites with an option to join

the research team if interested. The study employed both qualitative and quantitative approaches

using a mixed methods case study methodology focused on understanding how people make

sense of their relationships and how the reflection supported by the RF can affect relationships.

We also used action research to guide our iterative work to alter and improve the RF to be more
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user-friendly. Each data source was analyzed individually. Triangulation across data sources and

methods was accomplished during the interpretation and narrative write-up phase of the project.

Each research site had a liaison. Site liaisons played critical roles in this study, serving as

key informants and network spanners. They were a source of contextual information on the

partnership(s) at each research site and of facilitator feedback to improve the utility of the RF. In

addition, as they held local social capital, liaisons were critical to recruitment of local site

members to participate in the reflection process using the RF. They also served as co-conveners

and organizers of how the RF would be used locally across each partnership at their respective

sites.

At each of three research sites, subjects (referred to as RF participants) were invited to (1)

complete the RF and (2) complete a survey. While these were the study components, each site

designed its own customized approach to the completion of the RF

Methods

Liaison Pre- and Post-Interview

Each liaison participated in a 60-minute semi-structured interview before and after the

site participants engaged with the RF (Appendices C1 and C2). These focused on planning and

debriefing of the site specific study. The interviews were recorded using Zoom and were

transcribed.

Reflection Framework

The RF participants were provided with a blank, digital copy of the TRES II RF (Version

2) (Appendix C3). They could opt to print the RF or complete it digitally. Completed RFs were

sent to the research team as data. The RFs were completed in two different ways depending on
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the site specific research design: (a) the site that completed the entire RF collaboratively

submitted one joint document, and (b) participants at the sites that completed the RFs

individually first (sections Describe and Examine I-III) submitted their individual frameworks

and then completed the final sections of the RF (sections Examine IV and Articulate Learning)

collaboratively (documented through a collaborative Google document).

Collaborative Session Recordings

When the RF participants gathered to complete the RF collaboratively, these sessions

were recorded on Zoom and transcribed.

Observation Notes

The researchers kept observation notes during the collaborative sessions. The notes

became very important to the action research as we were able to observe how the participants

were engaging with the RF rather than just seeing completed documents.

Survey

RF participants were sent an invitation to complete an online survey with quantitative and

qualitative questions focused on the TRES II Scale, the RF, and their perceptions of impact on

their relationships one week after their collaborative sessions. The research team anticipates

sending the survey again at the six-month mark.

Focus Groups

The research team anticipates inviting RF participants to a focus group about six months

after they completed their collaborative sessions.

Participant Recruitment, Sampling Procedures, and Roles
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Research participants were recruited for this project based on a mix of convenience and

purposive sampling. Research site liaisons were recruited based on prior relationships with some

of the research team, through participation in a fall introductory session offered by the research

team to expand participation in the project, and through an orientation to the body of work on

TRES and the research project at an online gathering of campus liaisons in the Collaboratory

network. The open call sessions were offered twice during September 2021. The sessions were

marketed through well-known listservs serving the higher education service-learning and

community engagement (SLCE) community and by direct invitation. A total of 40 people

participated in the two sessions. Once a prospective site liaison was identified and completed a

consent form, the liaisons were tasked with identifying participants at their respective sites.

Liaisons purposefully identified their RF participants by selecting key partnerships of interest.

Research Site Profiles

All three of the sites that participated in the study were higher education institutions. Two

were private and one was public. The institutions spanned multiple institutional types based on

the Carnegie classification system. Two of the three maintain the Carnegie elective classification

for Community Engagement. Additionally, two of the three institutions were urban serving,

including membership in CUMU. Two of the three institutions were located on the East Coast

while the third was located in the Mountain West.

All three of the campuses host civic engagement offices; however, for this study, only

two of those offices were involved in the project.  In the third site, an academic department head

facilitated participation. Additional information on each site is provided as part of each of the

individual site liaison profiles that follow. [NOTE: The acronym SOFAR and its constituent
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letters are used below to indicate categories of partners: S = students, O = representatives of

community organizations, F = faculty/instructors, A = administrators on campus, R = community

residents; see Kniffin et al., 2020).

Site A - Large, public, comprehensive, urban serving university

The liaison (pseudonym Laura)  is an administrator within an academic department with

a health related focus. The department does work related to health equity and food access that

has resulted in a number of ongoing relationships with a variety of community and government

organizations. As department chair, Laura is often the first point of contact for determining the

appropriate match between a local agency and one of her department faculty. For this project,

Laura selected a partnership that she had initiated prior to taking on the chair role. Since

becoming chair, she has passed this relationship to other faculty. The partnership focuses on

addressing food insecurity, has been in existence for about six years at the time of the interview,

and has undergone significant change recently. Laura’s interest in the TRES pilot was to expand

her unit’s assessment practice to include partnership assessment since they have not been

assessing this dimension of their work. Laura and the other participants (a mix of students,

faculty, and staff) completed the entire RF collaboratively while sitting in-person in a conference

room. The process was facilitated by the liaison with two researchers there to help answer

questions. They used the pre-recorded instructional videos to introduce each section. They had

originally planned a three-hour session but then only had two-hours during the first day. They

later scheduled the third hour on a separate day to complete the RF together.

Site B - Mid-size, private, research intensive, urban serving university
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The liaison (pseudonym Carmen) is an administrator within a campus-based, community

engagement office that includes multiple staff. Carmen’s role has a heavy emphasis on

supporting community-engaged scholarship and the professional development of faculty. Carmen

liaises with community partners and faculty in over 80 courses per year. In addition, her office

also stewards student fellowships and co-curricular student-led partnerships. For this study,

Carmen had hoped to use the RF with members of three partnerships with at least one individual

representing students (S), faculty (F), and administrators from the civic engagement center (A) as

well as a representative from the respective community organizations (O). None of the

community organizations ultimately participated in the study. Carmen indicated that

organizations reported scheduling challenges and capacity issues. Similarly, the research project

schedule ran up against semester timelines, depressing student and faculty participation. In the

end, Carmen and another staff member (A) from her center as well as one student (S) used the

RF to examine a partnership with a local center that works with Latino youth. Carmen had

previously organized an appreciative inquiry project with the youth center that included students,

faculty, and colleagues from the campus civic engagement center in addition to participants from

the youth center. Carmen planned to use TRES as a follow-up to that project to continue the

reflection process with the partners. Completion of the RF had three stages: (a) participants came

together virtually for an orientation with a member of the research team and the liaison; (b)

participants completed the first several sections of the RF individually using the pre-recorded

videos as a guide; (c) participants came together virtually to complete the Examine IV and

Articulate Learning sections collaboratively using the interactive Google document facilitated by

a research team member.
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Site C - Small, private, suburban, liberal arts institution

The liaison (pseudonym Felicia) is an administrator within a campus-based, community

engagement office. Felicia directs community relationships within the office and her role is

primarily community-facing.  There are other staff with either faculty-facing or student-facing

roles. Most staff have a hand in partnership work and Felicia reported that their office stewards

approximately 40 partnerships on an ongoing basis. Most of these relationships are tied to groups

located near to or within the counties surrounding their suburban campus. For this study, this

research site elected to include inquiry into three partnerships. Ideally, each

partnership–referenced locally as a “pod”--would consist of at least one member from the

community organization (O), a member from the civic engagement center staff (A), and students

(S) and Faculty (F) as appropriate to the scope of activity and relationships in the partnership.

Residents were not targeted for participation as the liaison cited that these relationships were

anchored by the community organizations and this activity would be too much of an ask coming

from the center. For the study, each partnership pod used a similar process but proceeded with

the reflection separately. Scheduling challenges impacted implementation across the three pods,

particularly for students and faculty. All three pods included at least one A and at least one O;

one also included an F, and one also included an S. Completing the RF had three stages: (a)

participants came together virtually for an orientation with a member of the research team and

the liaison; (b) participants completed the first sections of the RF individually using the

pre-recorded videos as a guide; and (c) participants came together in-person to complete the

Examine IV and Articulate Learning sections collaboratively using the interactive Google

document, facilitated by a research team member.
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Analysis and Findings

We focused our initial analysis on four data sources: (1) liaison interviews, (2) researcher

observation notes, (3) RF responses, and (4) survey responses (Table D1). In this section, we

provide information on our analysis and present the findings organized by data source.

Table D1

Comparison of Data Sources Across Research Sites

Data Source Site A Site B Site C

Liaison Pre-Interview 1 1 1

Liaison
Post-Interview

1 1 1

Reflection
Framework

1= collaborative RF 3= individual RF
1= collaborative

Google doc

12= individual RF
3 = collaborative

Google doc

Collaborative Session
Recordings

1 1 3

Researcher
Observation Notes

1= pre-interview
1= RF workshop
1= post-interview

1= pre-interview
1= RF workshop
1= post-interview

1= pre-interview
3= RF workshop
1= post-interview

Survey 2 3 7

Liaison Interviews

Liaison interviews were conducted by at least one member of the research team before

and after site-specific activities occurred. The liaison interviews address the liaison’s plans for

using the RF prior to its use and again following its on-site use. This interview information was
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used to gain information about liaison’s perspective on the usability of the RF in differing

contexts and to refine it to improve the RF’s accessibility and usability in the future.

The research team developed a pre- and post-interview protocol (Appendices C.1 & C.2)

for use with site liaisons during the study.  In this case, “pre” refers to before the RF was used at

a given research site, while “post” refers to the debriefing interview conducted following the

reflection process.

Interviews were conducted by members of the research team remotely using Zoom. A

video and audio transcript were generated for each interview. Raw audio files gathered through

Zoom was processed through Zoom’s automated transcription software. Then, a member of the

research team reviewed and cleaned the transcripts. Liaisons were assigned pseudonyms and

other identifying information (e.g. institutional names, organizational names, etc.) was also

changed. Transcripts were then sent back to liaisons for review. All interviews and transcripts

were stored on a secure server at IUPUI.

Coding of qualitative data collected through the interviews was analyzed using inductive

coding methods appropriate for an exploratory study and for our small sample size. The

interview protocols were semi-structured providing some consistency on the kinds of data

collected but also allowing for the interviewers to delve deeper into some questions as

appropriate to the context. Descriptive and in vivo coding were the basis for most identifying

themes in the data and these were cross-checked with other data sources: researcher notes,

survey, and RFs.

Interview transcripts were read and memos created that organized the data into four,

mutually informing categories:
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1. Contextual information on the community, partnerships, participant SOFAR roles, the

institution/center

2. Logistical information on the intended and actual implementation of the RF process

3. Commentary that spoke to the liaisons “planning orientation.” In some cases, the liaison

may have been speaking to the views of their unit or their fellow partners, not only

themselves]. Memos were linked to statements and these were linked to descriptions of

program planning theories as described by (Wilson & Cervero, 2010 a,b)d citation} to

generate codes.  Pre- and post-interview responses were then compared for planning

orientation as intended [pre] and as lived [post] throughout the project. Liaison

statements that addressed points of convergence, divergence, intention or tensions were

analyzed further to identify themes.

4. Statements/commentary that focused on the RF itself; this included its perceived utility,

its strengths, limitations, and specific recommendations the liaison had for changes, either

of the RF specifically or to how it could be facilitated.

Contextual and logistical information stemming from the interviews is interwoven throughout

the report. The remainder of this section speaks specifically to the analysis of the liaison program

planning perspectives, what they learned about their planning practice through use of the RF and

comments specific to the RF.

Liaison Program Planning Theories - Espoused and Actual

As part of the work on refining the usability, utility, and transformative potential of the

RF, the research team wanted to understand the liaison’s assumptions and tacit theories about

program planning. Program planning theory refers to those sets of ideas and assumptions that
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shape decisions about how planners organize their projects/programs. Its roots lie in the

scholarship of adult and continuing education (Caffarella & Ratcliff Daffron, 2013, Cervero &

Wilson, 1994; for use in SLCE see Sandmann et al., 2009). In the context of SLCE, program

planners might include community engagement professionals, faculty, students, non-profit staff,

etc. and the program plan to be developed might refer to a course, a project or partnership or it

might focus on a type of inquiry (e.g., reflection, assessment, evaluation, research). Program

planning theories inform responses to questions such as: What is the purpose of the program?

What are the goals of the program or the inquiry? How will the inquiry be conducted? Where

will the inquiry take place? Who are the investigators, participants, subjects, and beneficiaries of

the inquiry? Who gets to decide these questions?

Many SLCE practitioners tend not to think about their decisions related to project

planning, course design, or partnership processes as rooted in specific theory(ies) of program

planning. Despite good intentions, in practice, the hows and whys of planning choices often are

not questioned; rather, they may be driven primarily by practical considerations of time,

immediate capacity, and/or convenience. As a result, the assumptions--and the underlying

theories that inform them can remain tacit and unexamined (Sandmann et al., 2009). With respect

to the liaisons in this study, all of whom represent voices and experiences of community

engagement professionals, if encouraging democratic engagement practices are a marker of

quality in community academic partnerships, in what ways, if any, does the RF support

practitioners in strengthening their enactment of these practices, not just reflecting on them but

organizing the reflection process in ways grounded in program planning perspectives that
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embody democratic engagement principles? How might this feedback help researchers

strengthen the RF and create support materials to facilitate such shifts.

Drawing on the work of Wilson and Cervero (2010 a, b), three program planning

orientations were presented to the liaisons as part of the post-interview protocol. These included:

Conventional, Deliberative, and Critical Program Planning Theories [Table D2].

Table D2

Program Planning Theories Used in This Study. (after Wilson & Cervero, 2010 a,b)

Program Planning

Theory

Key Elements/Description

Conventional Planning involves a series of steps or procedures that is

transferable. The sequence and ordering of the steps guides what

comes next [e.g., identify goals→set objectives→develop

activities] as well as the roles and the involvement of stakeholders.

This sequence can be readily reproduced and applied to any

context. For the most part, the planning table is reserved for the

project/course leader(s).

Deliberative Planning involves a series of steps or procedures but cannot be

reduced to instrumental decision making; rather it is

deliberative. Planners recognize that context can impact the

quality of the project, including relationships, processes, and
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outcomes (e.g., who the relevant stakeholders are, timelines,

staffing, capacity). The underlying logic of conventional planning

(identity goals →set objectives→develop activities) continues to

guide the process. However, practitioners who draw on a

deliberative planning perspective work to create a planning table

that enables deliberation over the best course of action given

existing constraints. Although project/course(s) leader(s) maintain

decision making authority, planners work to organize the planning

table to gather practical wisdom from a range of stakeholders at

key points that facilitate adjustments and refinements to the plan

based on situational constraints.

Critical Planning is a social process of individuals and groups

negotiating power and interests within/across in a variety of

organizational settings to effect social change. A strong

planning table is only as strong as the degree of trust that

stakeholders have in the people/organizations and in the process.

For this reason, planning cannot be reduced to a set of steps or

procedures. Although courses, projects, and partnerships have life

cycles,each context, and each planning table, is unique--informed

by distinctive values, interests, and differences in power and

authority. Planners who draw on this perspective believe that
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social, political and economic forces need to be explicitly

accounted for in planning SLCE projects/programs.These forces

impact the degree of trust that stakeholders have in the process,

who participates, and how they participate. Practitioners see the

planning table as a site to foster democratic participation, to

mitigate inequities, to find common interests, to draw on the

complementary assets of diverse stakeholders and facilitate

co-ownership of the project/program, its processes and outcomes.

Dialogue and deliberative decision making as exemplified by

“nothing about me without me” is the underlying principle to guide

how decisions are made.

Liaisons were presented with a written description of each program planning orientation

(Table D3)  while one of the researchers provided supplementary verbal descriptions of each

orientation.  Liaisons were then asked to identify which planning perspective they believed

guided their planning efforts in using the RF. They were also asked to elaborate on what about

that particular approach worked well and what about the planning process they would change if

they were to use the framework again in the future. Liaison responses were compared to other

statements made during the pre- and post-interviews that spoke to their values, assumptions and

practices regarding the work of program planning in community-academic partnerships. Table

D3 outlines their espoused and practice program planning orientations as recorded in the

interviews as well as their stated goals for what they wanted to learn by using the RF.
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Table D3

Comparison of Liaison Program Planning Orientations and Reflection Goals

Liaison Espoused

Orientation

Practiced Orientation

[during use of RF]

Reflection Goals

Site A:

Laura

Deliberative/

Critical

Deliberative ● evaluate what’s happening and where

the department can do better

●observe how relationships are changing

● try out a structured inquiry process

focused on partnership quality

Site  B:

Carmen

Critical Deliberative ● try out a structured inquiry process

focused on partnership quality

● strengthen relationships

Site C:

Felicia

Critical Deliberative ● try out a structured inquiry process

focused on partnership quality

● support accountability by holding space

for collaborative reflection to occur

● learn how to promote vulnerability and

frankness within partnership

relationships
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Espoused Program Planning Orientations

None of the liaisons identified the Conventional Program Planning orientation as a

dimension of their partnership practice. This is not surprising given the recruitment process in

this study. All three would meet the criteria of experienced community engagement

professionals. The Conventional Program Planning perspective presumes that planning can be

reduced to logical and reproducible sets of steps (i.e. instrumental decision making) rather than

as decision making involving a web of interacting elements [Deliberative Program Planning] or a

political practice [Critical Program Planning]. The Conventional approach focuses on the

sequence of actions. The planner need only walk through the process of defining objectives,

selecting content based on the objectives, and evaluate the degree to which the objectives were

met. It is not critical that others be involved in the process for the program to be effective, which

counts is that the planner adheres to the sequence.

By contrast, each of the liaisons spoke to the importance of developing knowledge of the

historical, institutional, and environmental context of collaborators. Concern for context is part

of how planners rooted in democratic principles attend to and monitor interests (Wilson &

Cervero, 2010b); such concern is also reflected in current partnership competencies for

community engaged professionals (Martin & Crossland, 2017). All three liaisons in this study

expressed a desire towards broadening participation, beyond current levels, in their partnership

program planning efforts. However, an orientation to increasing participation of diverse voices in

reflecting on the partnership does not necessarily indicate that a planner’s orientation is rooted in

a Critical Program Planning orientation. The Deliberative orientation also provides room for
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more voices at the table. The Deliberative orientation encourages greater participation, however,

it is rooted in assumptions of a consensually agreeable group of people coming together to

rationally decide what to plan (Cervero & Wilson, 1994).  The Deliberative orientation does not

address questions of organizational directives, competing interests and questions of power and

authority as a dimension of the planning process. This is a significant difference between how

participation is couched within Deliberative and Critical Program Planning orientation.

The interview data suggest that at least two of the liaisons, Carmen (Site B) Felicia (Site

C) may hold a Critical Orientation while Laura (Site A) may more be animated by a Deliberative

orientation with some leanings toward a Critical orientation. The interview data do not provide

sufficient information to be authoritative in these interpretations. The RF itself is designed with a

Critical Program Planning orientation in mind. Hence, one cannot discount the degree to which

the researchers also had an impact and influence on the liaisons planning efforts before and

responses after the reflection occurred consistent with the Hawthorne effect. The RF was both

the focus of the intervention, a touchstone for planning the reflection process in the study with

researchers, and then again debriefing on it with them. There were some instances in the dataset,

where it was difficult to disentangle prompting and leading on the part of the interviewer (i.e.

had you considered X… or we had another site do Y…)  Despite these potential influences, the

interview data do offer glimmers of what may be their espoused orientations.

Laura’s (Site A) goals for the RF reflect her desire to strengthen the capacity of her

department to strengthen departmental capacity to be flexible and responsive in working with

community groups.
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I think one of the things that we want to learn is how to be a really good partner,

how to be a partner that other external agencies want to work with, how to best

listen to our agencies that we work with, how to ensure that it is not self-serving

when we are working with them, especially from a curricular standpoint. That's a

conversation that we have had with other community partners that we've had.

Ensuring that, for example, if we have a course assignment that has to tick

certain boxes, but those boxes don't align with our community partners needs, is

there flexibility there? Can we adjust so that maybe points can be met a certain

way, and I think this is a really good time for us to reassess and make sure that

that flexibility is there, so that we're meeting the needs of the partner, while also

meeting the needs that we have as a university that's not a process that we've

engaged in, so I think it's a really great opportunity to make sure that the

agency's needs are being met and that, if that calls into question whether or not

our needs can be met we're reevaluating that because we have an opportunity to

adjust as needed.

Her desire to focus on relationships was couched as a priority in the context of curricular efforts

in the department, aligned to her institution's priority on students and student outcomes [stated

elsewhere in the interview]. Developing a process to check-in with partners to be able to pivot in

intentional ways was not something her department had engaged but which she has high hopes

for in the future. At this point in the evolution of her planning practice, there is a clear valuing of

engaging voices, a desire to question and examine practice with others with pragmatic goals

driving this effort.
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At the same time, both Carmen (Site B) and Felicia (Site C) made ongoing references,

both in their stated personal goals, as well as those for participants to focus on strengthening

relationships, supporting greater network awareness within and across partnership relationships,

animating the generative potential of relationships as well as modulating power dynamics.

Power & Positionality

In addressing power dynamics, Carmen (Site B) and Felicia (Site C) talked of the

significance of having a member of the research team to serve as a facilitator for the collective

portions of the reflection process. Each cited their own positionality as campus administrators as

having a potential effect on relationship dynamics, and how that could impact the degree to

which individuals might be open, vulnerable or frank in their comments and how an external

facilitator eased that tension. The presence of an external facilitator also enabled Felicia and

Carmen (Site B) to participate as members of the network of ties within the partnership. As

Carmen noted:

It was helpful having an external facilitator, for sure, because that made me feel

like, I think… (pause). It positioned me as a participant, which I think is

important even though I’m sort of the campus civic engagement center

[pseudonym] person and kind of have oversight over everybody who’s there. Since

I wasn't facilitating the conversation, I didn't feel like anybody was treating my

responses as having any kind of priority over anybody else's responses. Every

student's perspective is valuable, and my center colleague’s [pseudonym]

perspective is valuable. My perspectives were in that mix which I like a lot, so I

think that was a pretty key part to it being a good process.
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This contrasts with Laura’s (Site A) position, in which she elected to serve as

primary facilitator, scribe, and participant during implementation. Laura’s doesn’t provide

an explicit rationale for her decisions are explicit within the transcripts but as the

dialogue below alludes, her choices reflect a concern with practicability, managing time

constraints, despite her desire to include more voices in the planning:

Interviewer: Did any of the students or faculty who did end up participating, did

any of them have any planning role with you? Deciding when it was going to be,

or how it was going to be done? If it was going to be a full group or individual?

Laura: Nope. They did not.

Interviewer: Okay.

Laura (pseudonym): They may have if we didn't have quite as tight of a timeline.

If we had a little bit more time to plan, I would have been a bit more involved with

the entire group.

Laura reported that she had also tried to reach out to her partners but received no response. She

discussed in the pre-interview that power dynamics between a local government agency,

neighborhood residents, and community organizations made engagement challenging. Similarly,

she had also reached out to administrators in the campus research office who had suggested they

might participate but ultimately did not. Unlike either Carmen or Felicia, Laura did not expressly

convey being conflicted about moving forward with the RF absent Os. Her choice is noteworthy
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as elsewhere she states that community partnerships are a priority for her institution and her

department. Ultimately, researchers interpreted Laura’s decision as one piece of evidence

pointing to her implicit program planning orientation may be more centered within the

Deliberative frame than the Critical one. However, Laura did express concern for student and

faculty participation and demonstrated flexibility in pivoting at the last minute to accommodate

changes in participation by faculty and students. Laura has direct, ongoing relationships with the

students and faculty in the department in ways not as direct and developed with her

organizational partners and residents.

Fostering Network Awareness and Generative Potential of Relationships

A recurring theme in Felicia’s interviews (Site C) was a focus on the emergent and

untapped potential of new as well as enduring relationships and the importance of weaving social

networks and her desire both for herself and for members of the partnerships pods that would

complete the RF to “learn about the different tentacles that are attached to the particular

relationship they’re involved in beyond the slice they know best.”

Similarly, Felicia saw the RF as an opportunity to support her, her staff and other

participants to “hold space” for reflection  where they could learn “what works and doesn’t

work…in a way that we all feel good about being vulnerable and being able to say it all, the

good, the bad, the ugly, even about the actual relationship that we are actually in.”

Similar to Felicia, Carmen (Site B) stated that the structure of the RF allowed them to move

beyond having a “interesting conversation” to collaborative assess across a broad range of facets

in these relationships and then move to action, noting that:
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For me, I just feel like what I like about this tool is: it's a conversation driver. I

find that so much more useful than just saying, “Take a survey, and we'll have the

researcher or administrator look at the results.” I’m not here for using TRES to

sort of be like, let's just see what everybody wrote down, like qualitative analysis.

To me, the value is in the conversation both in terms of building a process,

building relationships. Even in coming to outcomes and conclusions, I’m more

interested in the outcomes that we arrived at from the conversation we had, than

the outcomes of let’s look at what everybody wrote down. You know what I mean?

It was never in my head that we will have people fill out the form, and then we'll

read it. (laughter) That was never the way I was going to use the tool.

Actual Program Planning Orientations in Practice

In their interviews, all of the liaisons made reference to constraints on time and space as

considerations in how they approached their planning choices.  While to varying degrees Laura

(Site A), Carmen (Site B) and Felicia (Site C) at least acknowledged, if not preferred, a more

inclusive planning approach [Deliberative or Critical, they regularly cited or made reference to a

lack of time and space in their interviews.  Time pressure was clearly deeply felt by each of them

personally as well as the SOFAR collaborators [not only RF participants] they wanted to convene

for this project. Despite the aspirations for gathering representatives from 4 or 5 of the SOFAR

groups, each liaison talked of their struggles with recruitment making particular reference to both

the project timeline, which was tight, and how it conflicted with semester and partner schedules.

Each of the liaison had made projections for the number of expected participants per partnership

and each fell short when the process was actually conducted.  This isn’t surprising given the
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circumstances; however, what is interesting is the choices each of the liaisons ultimately made or

the tensions they expressed regarding whether to proceed with participation in the study.  It is in

these choices where each liaison’s program planning orientation and any tensions they

experienced are evident.

One example of this comes from Carmen (Site B) who speaks to how she wrestled with

the decision of whether to continue her site’s participation in the study since her community

partners (Os) were not going to be able to participate within the project timeframe.  In the

excerpt that follows, she poses a  question that is both practical and epistemological.  If all the

relevant voices can’t be at the table do we  move forward?

It was a lot of my thinking on my own. Then coming to my office colleague from

the center to sort of verify like, “are you in the same place on this?” Most of it

was around, once our community partner pulled out, sort of is this still something

that we want to do? Me, sort of feeling like it was asking a lot of people for their

time, and people who I think… I think the faculty and the students, I anticipated

[all of ] them feeling like why are we doing this without the community partner.

This was like a weird conversation, and I think they did sort of feel that way a

little bit. We tried to sort of work the relationship here as administrators and

students and faculty and students. So, it's still worth doing. I think my biggest

decision making in the planning was do we still move forward with this

conversation without the community partner. And why would we do that? Why

would we not do that? And trying to think through that part.[emphasis added]

[post interview]
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For the research study, Carmen did proceed without any O’s at the planning table. In part,

this appears due to Carmen having at least two diverging aims: hosting a conversation for this

particular partnership and piloting a partnership reflection tool for later potential use:

Part of it was I want to gather these people around and have a conversation. I

also wanted to see how TRES worked in time to use this summer then to sort of

figure out. Okay, so if this is a tool that works, then let's plan to expand on it and

have these conversations with some of my partner groups next academic year. I

still wanted to be part of the study, so that I could sort of see the whole sequence.

[post interview]

Carmen considered participation in the study as an investment in future co-creative partnership

assessment practice.

Unlike Carmen, Laura (Site A) was more matter of fact about her decision to stay in the

study. During the post interview, the interviewer asked Laura that given the time pressures she

and here stakeholders had, whether she had considered withdrawing from the study to ensure that

the convening could occur with  representation from all of those that have a stake in this

partnership. To which, Laura responded: No, because I knew we could do it. It just forced a

certain type of planning [emphasis added].

Interviewer: So I'm feeding back… You preferred to stay in that planning orientation

[Deliberative] than not do it? [emphasis added]

Laura: If I'm given a timeline then I’m going to meet the timeline.
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Interviewer: (pause) …because?

Laura: (smiles) Because that's how we work.

Laura’s focus on practicability is consistent with the Deliberation planning framework.

Felicia’s responses provide the strongest case to suggest that she and her colleagues at

Site C intentionally worked to enact a critical program planning perspective throughout the

study. This included considering recruitment and considering how the process itself should be

structured.  Here’s her description of the planning process:

The majority of the process planning started with our Community relationships

team trying to think about who we might invite to the process and what that might

look like. Part of that was, you know, all of this being new to our team trying to

get our brains wrapped around learning our internal process for the campus civic

engagement center [pseudonym], where this would fall in line and then also,

timing of, you know, when we were asking people to participate when. And then, I

would say, probably a couple of months ago [before the interviews] we got to a

point where we knew we were imagining these pods but we kinda got stuck sounds

negative, but I think, stuck in a good way of wanting to learn information and

support the learning across the different relationships, but also within the

relationships. We knew that there would be learning that would happen that would

be really important about those specific relationships and that there could also be

some things to learn about our relationships overall that could be applicable
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across. So, at which points, would we want to gather what kinds of information

became a question and I had implications on the process.So we were able to invite

two of our Os into that conversation, to help us with that decision making, you

know, do we all try to get in a room together and do this process together.

The importance of local structures to move from tacit orientation to action

Another point of contrast among the research sites was the degree to which each of the

sites had structures in place to promote partnership discussions.  Both Carmen (Site B) and

Felicia (Site C) spoke to existing commitments and practices in their specific offices to foster

ongoing relationship development spanning SOFAR categories that lend themselves to both the

deliberative and critical planning orientations.

Two of the liaisons (Carmen [Site B] and Felicia [Site C]) openly acknowledged a tension

between their desire for co-creation and inclusion and what to do if Os would not be able to join

the RF process.  Carmen in particular had to wrestle with whether to continue because all of her

partners responded that they were unable to participate; even seeking counsel from colleagues at

her Center regarding whether to proceed. She was clearly wrestling with living into her values in

light of competing priorities.

Felicia, while keenly attentive to this concern, did not have to navigate this tension in real

time as Carmen and Laura did. Felicia was able to take advantage of a preexisting local

collaboration structure that her center had instituted to support relationship development and

assessment.  These groups, referenced in the interviews as “pods,” were co-led by a staff member

of the civic engagement center as well as a staff member from a community organization. Pods

met on a regular basis, effectively allowing Felicia and others to more readily tap into pod
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members than for instance Laura. When Laura reached out to her O’s to join the RF process, she

reported not receiving a response.

At Site A, Laura’s department didn’t have a process or structure in place to support

ongoing reflection and relationship development among any of their partners. Conversations

were held on an as needed basis and Laura lamented the fact that her department currently didn’t

have a means to evaluate community-academic partnerships akin to what occurs for evaluating

student learning or faculty excellence. Laura was excited that the RF might serve as an initial

step to develop a workable structure in the future. Laura in her role as chair identified creating a

structured process as a priority. Given Site C’s example, it seems likely that the absence of a

more formalized structure may have placed Laura at a comparative disadvantage to “call on” the

relationships she held on campus and the community given the failure of Os to call back or As to

participate. At Site C, the pods created a rationale, both relational and instrumental, why

participation might be both personally relevant and an organizational priority that may have

superseded time constraints, and aided in living into Deliberative and/or Critical planning

orientation..

At Site B,  Carmen’s case appears to represent a combination of ad hoc conversations

punctuated by specific inquiry projects. For example, Carmen had recently completed an

appreciative inquiry project with her prospective community partner in the RF and was hoping to

build on the momentum generated through that project.  While the outcome of Carmen was the

same as Laura, no participation among Os, she did hear back from her Os.  It would appear then

that the challenges in participation for Carmen don’t appear linked to weak ties, rather there was
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an ongoing communication network that supported open communication among partners,

administrators, students and faculty related to capacity.

Liaison Feedback on the Reflection Framework  - Strengths, Limitations, and

Recommendations for Change

The interview data provided additional evidence that specified strengths and limitations

of the RF as viewed from the perspective of site liaisons, who were responsible for organizing

the RF process at each site.

Strength - Holistic treatment of partnership relationships

There was widespread support for the value of the RF as a tool to structure and support

reflection on and inquiry into partnership relationship quality.  All three of the liaisons cited the

robustness of the tool and the multi-dimensional approach that the combined scale and open

prompts provided.  Laura (Site A) commented:

I think just the depth that it [referring to both the scale and the reflection

framework] goes into in terms of all of the different facets and areas of the

relationship itself. I really liked this section on the domains, the different domains of

the relationship. (pause) It just allowed us… I think the biggest strength that I see is

it allowed us to think of the relationship in ways that we never would otherwise…

Similarly, Carmen (Site B) noted that:

Having just the frame and the structure of the TRES model, I think is really, really

helpful. I do think it hits on all the topics that these relationships should think

about. When we got to the end of the conversation, I wasn't left thinking; I couldn't

think of anything we hadn't covered, right? We talk about how we make decisions
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about who's at the table. In that way, it feels like a thorough conversation which I

think is really, really helpful.

Strength - Moving beyond superficial reflection

The liaisons each appreciated that the RF encourages more than superficial reflection. The

liaisons spoke both the overarching logic and flow of the RF which encouraged deeper

reflection.   Laura (Site A) pointed specifically to the Examine the Relationship section

specifically to illustrate this point stating:

I think we were allowed to really dig into each section, and the questions seemed

like they were really designed to not give us a surface level evaluation but really dig

deep and think of examples and think about key players. So, it gave much more than

a surface level evaluation. I think that's, like I said, a deeper look. I liked how the

tool was designed in that way. The follow-up questions– you didn't just stop by

giving a surface level response, you are forced to go deeper.

Strength - Action oriented

Carmen (Site B) emphasized that part of the RF’s richness and depth included an

emphasis on action - i.e. moving beyond what she referred to partnership discussions as

“interesting conversations.” The RF included a section focused on goal setting that encouraged

participants to identify intended future action in light of what they had learned. Carmen  notes:

I also really appreciate that it [referring to the results of processing in the reflection

framework] lands somewhere, the Articulate Learning piece. It's like, [referring to

one of the researchers] did a great job of helping to make sure that there's a next step

now. There's a follow up here, right? It's not just about well, that was an interesting
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conversation. Thanks! Right? [laughing] Sort of like, if we were going to like…

what's our like… even I can't remember how you articulate it. It was really sort of like

there's some grand goals here, but what's something like next steps? What are you

going to do? What's the first thing you're going to do now? So that there's a concrete

follow up, I thought that was really, really a strength of the whole process.

Limitation - Length/Time Commitment

The robustness of the RF was both a source of its strength as well as one of its significant

limitations. The liaison interviews consistently referenced the length of the RF as a limitation to

its use. Laura (Site A) illustrates this view:

I think it felt long. (nervous chuckle) I think it probably felt that way because I knew

we felt time crunched, knowing that there were some people who had to leave

early...Something that has to be taken into consideration with the tool is making sure

it… like I would probably like to have four hours because we had a lot more

conversation than I knew we were going to have.[post interview]

As does Carmen (Site B): When I was filling out the tool I got to realize, Wow, this is long.

(chuckle) I’m not sure, like, I spent an hour on it. The second half of it, my answers were

quick.[post interview]

Limitation - Cognitive Load

Length alone wasn’t the only limitation consistently cited.  In tandem with length, the RF

also presented a lot of new information for participants (e.g. SOFAR framework, DEAL and

ETT) which added to the cognitive load of reflecting on their partnerships. This view was also
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consistent among all three liaisons. In response to the issue of length and cognitive load, one of

the suggestions that Carmen had for the research team was to consider opportunities to reduce

the number of prompts in the RF that individuals complete on their own and shift those to times

when a group debriefs collectively.

I think if I were going to do it again, I would want to put together something

shorter for people to do on their individual time. Maybe almost like an integration

of the model we did and the model the other group did, something that can be

done in half an hour to forty-five minutes. I still like having reflective prompts

along with sort of not just answering each of the ten items then some of the

prompts on: why did you think back on? In what context were you thinking about?

What context were you thinking when you answered that way? Those prompts

were really helpful, so I wouldn't want to turn it just back into: what's your ideal

and where are we now? I do like having some of the prompts, but I think maybe

shrinking that down a little bit, so that the tool is quicker to take for individuals.

Maybe some of the prompts that are on there shifting those to be prompts that are

used for the collective conversation would be helpful.[post interview]

The challenge of learning new information in order to work through the framework was

exacerbated for those interacting with the RF in a purely online environment, like Zoom.

Different segments of the RF reference back to information and concepts introduced during

orientation or placed in the first few pages of the RF. For instance, Laura (Site A) noted that for

those working on Zoom or with a limited number of screens, this created the a burden of regular

scrolling which detracted from participants concentrating on questions at hand.
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Similarly, Felicia (Site C) expressed her concern prior to use that the content might be too

academic to CPS and alienate them from participation:

I was just worried that you know, every organization has acronyms, that alphabet

soup of it all; that is, to folks who are outside of that organization can think: “why do

they have so many acronyms?” and certainly, I think, Higher ED as an entity has

some of that reputation. So I worried that it would come across as overly academic

and maybe not feel as useful to our partners, I think the orientation for me, the

orientation was super helpful in demystifying that. Without the orientation, and

feeling like people would have gone off and read that introductory work on their own,

I feel like they would have gotten lost in it.

While Carmen (Site B) also expressed a concern about jargon, both she and Felicia noted the

value of the orientation segment of the process and the availability of an orientation in multiple

modalities [video recording, written  pgs 1-5 in the print RF, and the availability of researchers to

attend sessions as respond to questions] as particularly valuable in making the RF more

intelligible and by extension accessible to those not familiar with SOFAR, DEAL and TRES,

etc..

Limitation - Scalability

Scalability was another perceived limitation among some of the liaisons. Both Felicia

(Site C) and Laura (Site A) gave voice to tensions they held about the potential to scale use of

the RF drawn from their situated contexts. For example, part of Felicia’s concern stemmed from

her and her colleagues' stewardship of 30-40 ongoing campus-community partnerships and a
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desire to more systematically assess the health and outcomes of these relationships. Felicia

states:

Yeah, I mean it's really the timing, the timing and “the time” [said with emphasis]

and knowing that. I can't imagine how we would have had the bandwidth to do it.

Like, how many groups could we have done it with, you know, and then what span of

time? So trying to figure out, you know, it's back to this. Is our greatest usefulness

within those, each individual relationship? Or is it thinking across the relationships?

And if it's thinking across relationships, how do we gather enough of the information

in order to do that because right now we've only done this with three groups out of

you know 30. So like, how long would it take us to have these kinds of conversations

with more people in order to really get a broader swath and some more information

that really informs how we think about our relationships, more broadly, in addition to

the individual relationships themselves. So it’s that kind of rub.

In this quote, one can observe the tensions surfaced through use of the current version of the RF

related to scheduling, “the timing” for use across the range of stakeholders, as well as “the

time”--creating the holding space necessary to go beyond surface reflection. This quote also

illustrates a related aspect of scalability--the transferability of findings. Is the learning from a

fraction of partnerships, in this case, three, sufficient or applicable to the work they do across the

full spectrum of partnerships or is it too particularistic.

In response, Felicia suggested to researchers that one change to consider was to provide

guidance on elements of the RF that could be woven into everyday conversations and workflow

with partners. While this would not necessarily make the whole RF scalable at once, it would
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provide practitioners the opportunity to integrate the partnership reflection into relationships that

may be scalable and may increase interest in sitting down with the full RF at another time.

Like Felicia (Site C), Laura (Site A) also expressed concerns about scalability.  As

department chair, Laura also had to contend with oversight of multiple partnerships which she

noted in her interview.  In addition, Laura expressed a different issue with the scalability of the

RF, one stemming from a different challenge. In her case, she talked about the challenges of

multidimensional partnerships and challenges using the RF when partnerships have multiple

projects and initiatives that span a mix of students, faculty, administrators, residents, and

organizations that are variably entangled--each project within the partnership and each

collaborator within each project having their own interests and concerns specific to that project

and not necessarily reflecting the partnership as a whole.

In some of the questions, there were a lot of different opinions and different insights.

That was just something I noted. I suspect that whoever completes it, I mean, every

partnership and relationship is so different. We have a lot of different projects with

this particular partner. I think that was something that made it—I don't think

necessarily difficult to complete, but it made it very “interesting” to complete.  I think

this can work well. It's just the experience is going to be different. (pause) That was

just one of the things that I noted, is that, when there's questions about (short pause),

right now, we particularly have questions about, for example, you get very differing

opinions when you have a relationship like ours. One group has questions about

funding, for example, and another group has questions about the students’ classroom

experience. Another group really has questions about the community partner

experience. There wasn't necessarily consensus because of just the variety of projects
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that we have going on, but that's just our experience. I think some of those questions

were a little difficult for us to answer because of the nature of their relationship. [post

interview]

In this case, Laura’s concern appears to be less a limitation of the RF as opposed to a question of

how to organize engagement and debriefing with the framework. Unlike Carmen (Site B) and

Felicia (Site C), who opted not to take on the lead facilitator roles, preferring to act as

“participants” during the collaborative debriefing session, Laura had opted to play the role of

facilitator, notetaker and participant during the orientation as well as debriefing.

Nurturing Liaison Partnership Program Planning Practice—the Influence of the TRES II

Reflection Framework

One of the questions in this study is does the TRES II Reflection Framework improve

partnership practice? The liaison interviews provide some preliminary insights into these

questions for the three participating sites. Program planning is germane to enhancing partnership

practice because it involves the planner(s) in creating and working a “planning table,” (Cervero

& Wilson, 1994) including negotiating diverse interests and priorities. Leaving program planning

perspective(s) tacit, in general, can be especially troublesome in SLCE relationships because of

the value claims embedded in them. In these relationships, planners and collaborators translate

their values (e.g., full participation, reciprocity, co-creation, practicability) into guiding

principles. These principles animate projects and relationships in ways that are intended to

influence how people and networks relate to each other (e.g., sharing ownership of decision

making, respecting diverse sources of knowledge, willingness to be vulnerable and frank) and

work toward partnership outcomes (e.g., increasing political engagement among college
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students, reducing recidivism, increasing social capital). Hence, when planners don’t attend to

their assumptions in their planning choices, it can complicate navigating conflicts and

unanticipated developments. Further, it can obscure the view of how well collaborators are

relating in ways that reflect integrity with their values and goals. Tacitly held program planning

theories can also impede the ability of planners to develop authentic relationships and robust

multiplex ties giving rise to cases where the talk planners walk isn’t the walk planners talk. So

what can be gleaned from the liaisons that participated in this pilot study?

The interview data are insufficient to indicate whether any of the liaisons experienced a

shift from one program planning orientation to another; however, there is evidence in the

interviews to indicate that at least two of  liaisons did experience a shift toward more explicit

awareness that program planning decisions are a vital dimension of the reflexive

partnership practice and inquiry. Carmen (Site B) was most explicit in discussing her new

insights on the role of planning:

It’s just good to have sort of another reminder that the planning process is part of the

process and should be done with intentionality and some reflection. Which is helpful,

I think a lot of times we sort of well, we go back and evaluate how did that go? We

evaluate the events, and we don't evaluate the planning of the events which we

should. I think it's helpful for even just pausing to remind ourselves we should look at

that part of it as we're evaluating and assessing. We should look at that part too, and

I don’t think we always do.[emphasis added]
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She goes on to recognize her own absence of awareness and intentionality about planning

including the tacitness and instrumentality of her own planning practice in the organizing the

lead up to the TRES II reflection process:

...that goes back to the conversation about evaluating the planning being part of

the evaluation, right? In terms of thinking about the planning of this, I’m not sure

that I was overly conscious about the fact that I was making some decisions. Even

the decision to be on Zoom, that wasn't even really a conscious decision. I just did

it. (laughs) Right? I think that there's a part of what you're creating here

[referring to the reflection framework] being the planning. If you're going to do a

planning stage that involves some of the SOFAR members, what are the questions

that you're asking yourself in the planning stage? I think that that can be beyond

sort of like who's coming? When are you doing it? In what format are you doing

it? Also, now look at the tool, you have some choices here. Do you want to sort of

have some of that planning conversation that's happening with the A's and O's

and whoever else is planning be some collective conversations. I think what

you're talking about could help facilitate a co-created planning experience

because you will be helping people. Here are some of the decisions you make

when you're planning. Not have the A's and the O’s trying to sit down and they're

like “well, why do we need to think through.” (chuckles) Right? [emphasis added]

Similarly, Felicia (Site C) also called attention to the value of the RF in drawing her attention to be

more intentional and reflective in her partnership planning practice, stating:
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To really just pause and not just rate something or evaluate something and move on

to the action, but to really think about why am I reading this this way in those 10

dimensions for me really being able to think about what is now, what is desired, and

then the why of it all; I think is that “pause” [with emphasis] of like slowing down

those impulses. So often, we are jumping right into the planning. We ask the

questions, but it leads right to the “how do we get into the practical planning?” So to

do this in a space of reflection for the [sake of] reflection, for the good of the

relationship and not for the planning of the next engagement activity, I think, was

super helpful.” [emphasis added]

In this excerpt, Felicia names the pressure to get things done, to work instrumentally, to “get into

the practical planning” and points to the RF as offering the space to reflect in order to nurture the

relationships for their own sake, not just the project goals at stake.

Another observable shift among some of the liaisions is a strengthening in resolve and

accountability, including that related to program planning. For example, Carmen had

wrestled with the decision to proceed with the reflection without Os at the table. When asked

about whether she would proceed with planning without Os at the table if she were to try the RF

another time, Carmen makes clear that she would not proceed without them involved. Further,

she stated that she also would not proceed if O’s were included only as participants, rather they

would be need to be able and willing to participate as co-planners:
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Interviewer: Two follow up questions to what you just said. Next time it would be

if there's no O’s, we're not doing it. Do you mean if there's no O’s as participants,

or if there's no O’s as co-planners? Or both?

Carmen: (pause) That's a good question. Definitely not as participants, I think.

Like if… Yeah that's… I don't know. That's a specific what if. If they were like we

are definitely in to participate, but we don't have time for any of the planning.

That seems odd to me because the planning wasn't like, you know? I would think

the planning would be one meeting, maybe two, to make this decision. I can't

imagine somebody being willing to participate, but not having time to be part of

the planning meeting. So, yeah. I guess, I would say since they can't be part of the

planning, then we'll catch you next semester and try again then.

This reflects a strengthened resolve to hold true to her values of co-creation and to see agency

and power in not only saying “yes” to participation but “no” as well. Similarly, the tension that

Carmen had felt between wanting to participate in the pilot and participating in a reflective

process with partners had been removed since the pilot study deadlines were past.

At Site C, Felicia’s comments illustrate the degree to which Felicia and her fellow

co-planners saw the RF process as an opportunity to actualize their planning orientation by

providing a model of what reflection and assessment would be like when implemented

co-creatively and in a systematic way.

For us within the campus civic engagement center [pseudonym], we talk about

reflection all the time and so was it an opportunity [this study] for us to really
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walk our talk of like, right, we say reflection is important, let's do it, you know!

(said emphatically) We need to do that within our own work and create, having a

really “formal way” meaning explicit way to do that pushed us to do it, to make

space for it, and not just say “we want to do it” so I'm super appreciative.

[emphasis added]

The RF planning and implementation process was an avenue that helped Felicia and other

participants step further into a space of relational accountability not just project accountability.

Laura (Site A) presents a different case.  There isn’t any discernible evidence from

transcripts in which she communicates a shift in awareness regarding her program planning

practice or a strengthening of resolve.  She does convey enthusiasm, curiosity, and valuing of the

RF process, including a growing appreciation of the value of holding space for generative

conversations. As she reflected on her use of the tool and recommendations of what she would

change for next time, she commented:

Something that has to be taken into consideration with the tool is making sure it…

like I would probably like to have four hours because we had a lot more

conversation than I knew we were going to have. You even commented on that,

“you got to wrap it up.” It's hard because there was also good conversation.

Some of it may have derailed at certain points and gone off on a different track,

but it's also good conversation to have related to the community partnership. I

think that's one of the things that I don't know where that feedback or

conversation goes related to the tool. Giving enough time to get through it, but

also ensuring that there's time for those conversations to bubble up that might not
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be directly related to a response to the tool. I think there's really good insights

that come up that may not be answering an exact question, but you still want to

capture those insights. That's one of the things that I felt when we were going

through it. As I was getting really good information that I was thinking to myself:

well, this isn't exactly answering a question here, but I want to be capturing this

information. I don't know how that relates to that question, but that's just one

thing that I really took away from it.

Given the effort she is leading in her department to strengthen partnership assessment, these

remarks may reflect the concerns of a department, and a leader, in the early, exploratory phases

of an inquiry process.  In reference to this excerpt, Laura also provided the team a specific

suggestion to create a catch all category in the Examine section of the RF to support participants

in returning to the unscripted responses.  She also noted she had been experimenting with such

an approach in another project.

Researcher Observation Notes

During the collaborative sessions, the two researchers who were there to facilitate and

observe began taking notes in a separate Google doc. Originally, this was just an informal space

for us to talk together about what we saw happening. We took time after to debrief and noted that

conversation. This observation and notetaking continued during the post-liaison interviews.

Below we have compiled those observations into three categories: (1) what we might change, (2)

what worked, and (3) other considerations.

● What we might change

○ The introduction video can take place of the written introduction in the RF
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○ We might need to set more of the stage in the introduction about process elements

such as this might be risky for some more than others or encouraging them to set

some ground rules.

○ Site A took a long time completing the describe section. We might consider

splitting the video related to the focal relationship and describe and better outline

time goals.

○ Add time goals for working through each domain. Site A spent a long time on the

first part of the domains, and then less time of the latter domains. We could also

add an overview of all 10 domains and the wildcard to give them a bigger picture

so they can decide how to best spend time.

○ Make edits to the TRES II Scale

■ During conflict, Site A talked about resources. This might be duplicative.

■ We might reorder.

○ We might need a reminder of the domains in the Examine IV area, so that

participants don’t have to keep flipping back.

○ Site A doing the Articulate Learning section collaboratively had one person

driving most of the take-aways and action steps. This may be due to the time

restraints. Even if they are doing this together, there might need to be time for

some individual thinking. Examine IV might need to be more like the

collaborative google doc we created for the individual first groups.
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○ Site C is not drawing on Examine III much for doing the Examine IV together.

We might want to create two columns rather than two sections to help keep that

thinking close.

○ Also the first part of EIII takes longer than it should, because people are getting

used to the reflection process.

○ Examine IV part D seems like an afterthought. After the robust sections, this one

prompt gets lost. One group skipped it. Is it necessary?

○ We may want to provide more in the definition between network and partnership

entity

○ Scale: They seemed to move from box to rating and back vs rating then box.

● What worked

○ Participants were able to go back to previous sections using the icons.

○ Participants that completed the Articulate Learning section independently first

had more equitable contribution to the group’s action steps.

○ “What I like about this tool is that it is a conversation driver.” Not about whatever

everybody wrote down. “The value is in the conversation.” Most interested in the

outcomes from the convo not the outcomes re what everyone wrote down.

○ Several liaisons spoke of the importance to them of the opportunity for reflection,

emphasizing that it allowed conversation among partners to go beyond usual

discussion of its activities (what they do together).

○ The fact that liaisons asked about ways to use the RF in their own work in the

future. For example, are there pieces of the RF that could be integrated into
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existing activities with partners during the summer? For example, how can it be

used in more meta ways (across partnerships)?

○ “It allowed us to think about the relationship in ways we never would have

otherwise”

● Other considerations

○ Who is part of the collaborative conversation can matter as to how it might need to

be facilitated. Site A had a group of academics who see each other often, and they

were very agreeable. Site B had community and academic partners who didn’t

seem they had talked recently, so they needed more time to talk about the overall

partnership and catch up on things they’ve needed to discuss than walking

through the RF..

○ Site A allowed us to see the RF facilitated by someone outside the research team.

The liaison did a fairly good job moving the group through the work and taking

notes in the RF. Providing a bit more information to the facilitator through a

facilitator’s guide might be helpful for this to be fully autonomous.

○ We need a strategy for when groups do this individually first, but then can’t

access their RF during the collaborative process. Several people couldn’t access

or find their RF.

○ A facilitator guide might also help encourage a facilitator to help participants

bring forward notes and ideas that participants say or write earlier into their

ongoing thinking.
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○ The collaborative part with Examine IV and Articulate Learning--especially in

person when people need time to get settled and catch-up really needs 90 minutes.

○ In facilitating, we asked them to show their answers and then do upshots or think

holistically about all of these vs. going one by one. How might we encourage that

within the RF itself? (E IV)

○ The fact that they wanted to continue to have access to their Google docs so that

they could continue that reflection together / use what they did there indicates its

utility to them

Reflection Framework Responses

Scale Items. The TRES II Scale is embedded into the RF. Participants are asked to mark their

responses to each of the 10 domains for both the current and desired states. Each response

corresponds to a value of 1-4. Those values were analyzed for their averages presented in the

current and desired columns and the difference between the two responses, represented in the

final column. The means for current indicate that the relationships being described were

generally at the transactional level. The means for desired indicate that completing the TRES II

Scale resulted in movement of the relationships toward more transformational qualities.

Table D4

Comparison of Current and Desired States Using 10 Domains

Item Current Desired Change

Goals 3.0 3.85** +.85#
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Conflict 2.86* 3.50* +.64

Decision-making 3.0 3.67 +.67

Resources 3.23** 3.9** +.67

Role of partnership in the work of each
partner

3.0 3.7 +.70#

Role of the partnership in each partner’s
sense of self

2.79* 3.4* +.61

Extent and nature of interactions 3.0 3.4* +.40

Power 2.86* 3.7 +.84#

Communications 3.14** 3.8 +.66

Outcomes 3.43** 3.9** +.47

*lowest rating **highest rating  #greatest change sought

Key Take-Aways. In the Articulate Learning section of the RF, the participants identified key

take-aways from the reflection process. Here is a list of those items.

Site A

● There is an opportunity to engage in a needs assessment or reassessment of the

relationship with the changing dynamics of the neighborhood.

● Opportunity to reassess student experiences and learning outcomes.

Site B

● R’s are the missing voice for us and S’s have the best relationship with them.

● Sustainability is a missing metric in how we are thinking about these things; that needs to

be brought in more intentionally.

● Sustainability needs to be achievable for those interested parties who are involved and
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inclusive of all voices so that the vision and ask is cohesive but also reasonable.

● We have an on-going tension around relationship building with O’s. We want more, but

we want to protect their time. We need a way to communicate that tension TO THEM so

they can lead those decisions.

● Power and resources are areas for growth and honest conversation; but we also have to be

honest about the constraints that higher ed places on both those things.

● Communication is a strength that we need to continue to nurture to do all these things

AND we can’t overprogram or overwhelm or over-communicate with partners as that

leads to disengagement.

● Student’s and community residents have the real on-the-ground knowledge, power, and

important ethos of the whole thing but they are often the most transient and hard to get

around the table.

Site C- Partnership 1

● I need to evaluate the student experience to ensure that it is fulfilling a goal of the

relationship.

● The goal of engaging in longer-term planning discussions with [the community

organization].

● Continued desires to grow and expand partnership.

● We need to add to the who and clarify shared purposes/broader goals.

● Breaking down the silos of communication (how to bring more people; the right people?

Into the conversation.

● Discussing clearly the goals.
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● Recognizing limitations and seeing how does this shape our conversations around short

term goals and long term goals.

● This relationship has been positive and this is a great moment to vision and deepen.

● We’re scratching at the surface of some good and healthy conversation. This energizes

me to get creative about future opportunities to connect and go deeper (long-term goals,

reciprocity, navigating past experiences).

● Having deep relationships with a few key organizations is key. This allows the space for

trust to form, so we can go deeper and collectively advance the work.

Site C- Partnership 2

● Communication

● Training

● Anything about expanding locations?

● Anything about “less connection” from the first table?

● Anything about different interactions with “Residents”/”Clients” as not only clients?

● Anything about logistical issues from the first table?

● Anything about students seeing bigger picture?

● Encourage first-time volunteers to come back

● Bonding events (pizza party for volunteers)

● Celebrate students with most volunteer hours via public recognition

● Support opportunities for student volunteers to serve with great long-term community

volunteers

Site C- Partnership 3
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● Communication is good, but could still share more.

● Collaboration between sectors of the [university office] and [community organization] to

build on possibile activities.

● Thinking about the partnership between [university] and [community organization]

broadly would help us define the opportunities and needs more clearly and enable us to

get on the same page about the partnership as a whole - and see where there is

overlap/gaps and ways to collaborate more in the future.

● Not a lot of major conflict that we can name. It seems like we feel mostly good about

communication which might contribute to fewer conflicts than expected.

● We share many purposes/goals/values.

● Meeting as a big group this summer would be a great start.

● We can hold each other accountable in our work to advance equity in [university].

● Resource sharing is an overall strength when we’re mindful of it.

● Students would enjoy just visiting the museum. Can we create more opportunities for

that?

● Students are really learning so much from their work at the museum! I want to share this

more!

● The innovative [community organization] projects (supported by [university]) are getting

national attention and inspiring others to take action.

Action Steps. In the Articulate Learning section, the participants identified key take-aways from

the reflection process. Some did this lightly as individuals, but then they were asked to draw

those forward and create collaborative action steps. Here is a list of those items.
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Site A

● Engage [community partner] in needs assessment/reassessment of

relationship/partnership.

● Assess all of the ways in which [the community partner] is integrated into

courses/volunteer activities and how it aligns with course requirements.

Site B

● Collective discussions around sustainability. Address sustainability beyond continuation

of programs to building of interpersonal relationships. More open conversations among

SOFAR about building a continued relationship.

Site C- Partnership 1

● Having protected time to have longer term planning conversations; being intentional in

protecting the time to focus on the long-term (once the school year start, it is tough).

● Making sure that everybody is being heard, and thinking about how they can connect to

this partnership; expanding the who?; how do we devise methods to bring more voices

into the conversation that are not just via meeting (and showing how voices are being

heard).

● The when of the conversation; during the summer time, students cannot be involved; are

there other times that would allow for full participation and the who in the conversations;

what is the rhythm that we want to establish.

● Understanding what is within our house to address and understanding what is in the

partnership’s house to address; So some of the student learning is really about [the

university] to address (and it is not the partnership that needs to do the work, but each
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partner can take steps to better construct their structures to facilitate the partnership

goals).

● Hearing how [community organization] students are experiencing their interactions with

[the university], and how can those reflections inform the way [the university] prepares

their students to work at [the community organization]; How is the  community

experiencing are students - key information for [the university] on how they recruit, train,

and reflect with their students.

● What is the final check in to better document experiences and help us learn?

● How can [the university] share their student’s reflections with the [the community

organization] to help [the community organization] learn about their impact on [the

university] students?

Site C- Partnership 2

● Revisit the training together.

● Explore offering navigator positions to students.

● Consider creating a position to help with the front end process in [related software].

● Build connection with [community organization’s] community outreach

● Continue to discuss [class abbreviation] class connections with [community organization]

(financial literacy)

Site C- Partnership 3

● Schedule a follow-up meeting for an annual reflection. Define a structure, how often,

who to include.

● Engage more faculty in the partnership.
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● Explore possibilities for more year-round engagement.

● Create more opportunities for students to visit the Museum.

● Amplify what is already happening in our shared communications (will also help w our

shared knowledge of the partnership)

Survey Responses

The research team developed a survey for participants to take one week after completion

of the reflection process, as a means of beginning to surface potential ways in which using the

RF might have had an influence (or in the future might have an influence on) participants, the

relationship they chose to focus on, and their community-engaged relationships in general.

Estimated to take 15 minutes to complete, the survey consisted of both closed- and open-ended

questions; the closed-ended questions included 8 response options, ranging from “a great deal

negatively” (1) to “a great deal positively” (7) and including as well “not applicable.”

Participants completed the survey in a Google Forms, which generated three reports: summary

data, individual data, and data by question. Of the 26 individuals who consented to participate in

the study, 12 completed the survey, yielding a response rate of 46.2%.

Survey responses were entered into SPSS and recorded into numerical values (e.g., a

response of “a great deal negatively” or “strongly disagree” was coded as “1” and so forth) and

means calculated.

Quantitative responses to the survey that were collected two weeks after RF participants

completed the RF indicated strong support for the conclusion that it contributed to improving the

quality of the relationship.
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(a) Respondents indicated strong support for the role of the reflection process in contributing

to the commitment and clarity of the relationship (1 to 7, “strongly disagree” to “strongly

agree” scale) and to various aspects of their perspective and future practice:

● Influenced my commitment to this community-campus relationship. (mean =

6.42/7.0)

● Influenced my clarity regarding the nature of this community-campus

relationship. (mean = 6.67/7.0)

● Influenced how I think about others in this community-campus (mean =

6.58/7.0)

● Influenced my ability to understand the perspectives of others in this relationship

(mean = 6.33/7.0)

● Influenced my perspective on this relationship (mean = 6.17/7.0)

● Influenced my perspective on my community engagement relationships now and

in the future. (mean = 6.42/7.0)

● Has influenced or will influence my practice with regard to this relationship.

(mean = 6.00/7.0)

● Has influenced or will influence my practice with regard to my community

engagement relationships. (mean = 6.33/7.0)

(b) Respondents used the same 1 to 7 scale to rate the influence of the RF on each of the 10

domains in the TRES II Scale on their perspectives and their practices. All current ratings

were high, indicating that the RF influenced their perspective and their practice now and

in the future on each of the 10 TRES II Scale domains.
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Table D5

Identification of Domain Influence in  TRES II Scale

Item Perspective Practice

Goals 5.5* 5.58*

Conflict 5.44* 5.67

Decision-making 5.92 5.92

Resources 5.42* 5.67

Role of partnership in the work of each
partner

6.09** 6.08

Role of the partnership in each partner’s
sense of self

5.67 5.55*

Extent and nature of interactions 6.17** 6.18**

Power 5.45* 5.60*

Communications 6.25** 6.33**

Outcomes 6.00 6.17**

*Lowest **Highest

(c) Respondents indicated the extent to which, after completing the RF, they had (i) spoken with

their partners and (ii) followed through on their planned action steps. Their responses indicated

that the RF had contributed to subsequent attention to the relationship.

Table D6
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Since you engaged with the TRES II Reflection Framework, to what extent have you had

conversations about the relationship with others involved in the relationships?

Response Frequency

Not yet 3 (20%)

A few 8 (50%)

Several/many 1 (6%)

Table D7

As a result of engaging with the TRES II Reflection Framework, to what extent have you followed

through on action steps that you identified?

Response Frequency

Not yet 3 (19%)

A few 6 (38%)

Several/many 2 (13%)

Responses to open-ended questions are presented in tables below:

Table D8

Open-ended Question 1

There may have been other ways in which engaging with the TRES II Reflection

Framework has influenced your perspectives on relationships. Please explain any of these

below:
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"Influenced how I think about others" and "influenced my perspective on my community

engagement" questions, I rated both as Somewhat positively due to my thinking and perspective

were already highly positive prior to the TRES Reflection Framework. My opinions did not

change. I do think that the Framework did present ways that the relationship could be stronger

and more beneficial to all parties.

The tool was a powerful reminder that more isn't always better or what is needed from the

relationship. The tool made space for listening, which we always can do more of in building and

sustaining relationships - it was a reminder of that. The tool also reminded me that a great deal

depends on who is in the room and the importance of full participation and representation.

Changed my perspective on how to involve all SOFAR members and to see value in creating

co-creative space.

Table D9

Open-ended Question 2

There may have been other ways in which engaging with the TRES II Reflection

Framework has influenced or will influence your practice of relationships. Please explain

any of these below:

"My practice with regard to my community engagement relationships" did not change. Prior to

the TRES Reflection Framework, I already had the highest regards for the community

relationships. NO CHANGE, but again I see ways the relationship can be expanded with other

community relationships: churches, social clubs (fraternities/sororities, neighborhoods and
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community associations), Kiwanis Clubs, professional associations, community activists, and

local high schools.

Gathering together all … members (and others who could not be a part of our reflection) is

something I'd like to do in the future, as opposed to separate meetings only.

It shows the value of taking time for reflection with my partners. In the future, I hope to

occasionally convene larger meetings with my community partners that include other

stakeholders. My partners don't often have the chance to speak with faculty or students don't

often have the chance to share their input. Providing this space will allow us to think bigger, find

more opportunities for connection, identify any barriers or challenges to the partnership, and

hopefully strengthen and grow the relationship.

It gave space for deeper conversations, which may or may not be the conversations team leaders

always feel like they have space to have. We have so many logistics to get through, sometimes

team leaders are trying to collect all of the needed data for multiple stakeholders to successfully

advertise opportunities. This gave us space to sit back and intentionally focus on the deeper

nuances of partnering.

Table D10.

Open-ended Question 3

Please provide a brief explanation of your response (i.e., what specific action steps have

you taken).

We have not fully started our action steps but have plans to start them soon.
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Personally, I did not identify any action steps. However, as a collective body I feel that we all

agreed to re-exam student's training for next year and try to provide more practical training

opportunities.

This wasn't defined in our collective action steps, but I signed up for a volunteer shift with the

air quality research team and have been thinking about our next gathering.

I have reached out to our [community] partner

We haven't followed through with them yet but have plans to move forward this summer.

We've followed through on the group action step to set a meeting for August. But I had no

personal action items to speak of.

This will be a longer conversation, so steps toward bringing others into that conversation have

begun.

For now, I submitted the TRES II paperwork. More follow up to come later this summer.

I look forward to following up with the people involved but there has been no further

communication. I understand that people are busy but having invested the time to work on this

very extensive survey it would be extremely helpful if there was actual follow up on the meeting

and information discussed.

Table D11

Open-ended Question 4

What else would you like to share with us about your experience of engaging with the TRES
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II Reflection Framework?

It as an interesting exercise, but was very long

I think the questions around sense of self and power were slightly confusing and could be

clarified. I also felt like this survey could've been a table of options versus the same question

repeated over and over which made it harder to really clarify or focus on each topic. Overall, I

think the tool was powerful, and the reflection was really powerful, but the process can be a little

murky/confusing and comes off as very academic in structure/wording. I am fine with that being

in academia, but I wonder how accessible it is to partners.

I enjoyed the exercise, it made me think of the things that we are doing well and it gave me a

perspective of how some things could be made even better. That's progress and innovation which

is essential to a smooth relationship and an efficient operation.

The tool was very long. I wonder if it might be condensed and/or perhaps it would work better to

do the tool together in live time.

It was a big time commitment and difficult to get the group together, but a great process.

We didn't have a student voice in our assessment. After using this tool, I hope to include students

more in the creation and improvement of this collaborative program.

Overall this was a very positive experience. I appreciated the opportunity to sit down and truly

reflect on our partnerships with [student scholars]

I think the TRES II framework has a lot of potential. I love the intent of the framework overall.

Personally, and I share this cautiously as I likely haven't earned your trust to give this feedback,

but I don't believe the tool is very user friendly. I believe someone trained in design thinking (a
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possible consultant from a firm like IDEO) could take this and make accessible and digestible for

community partners, staff, and faculty. The experience felt like we were on the edge of something

rich, but I think it could be more effective if the tool was simplified. All the best as you continue

refining it!
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Appendix E

Conference Presentations, Abstracts, Proposals, and/or Programs

E1 IARSLCE 2021 Abstract

Event: IARSLCE 2021

Title: Seeing the Forest through the TRES: A Cross-Institutional Instrumental Case Study

Application of the Transformational Relationship Evaluation Scale

Abstract:

Two universities (in the UK and US) collaboratively examined our community-campus

partnerships using the Transformational Relationship Evaluation Scale (TRES) to analyze and

reflect on the others’ partnership processes. We discuss our approach, findings, and insights and

this project’s contributions to further research and development of the TRES tool.
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E2 Fall 2021 Workshops Abstract

Event: Fall Workshops September 21 & 22, 2021

Title: Deepening Community-Campus Engagement Partnerships: A Walk Through the TRES II

Toolkit

Abstract:

How do we know the extent to which our partnerships are -- or are moving in the

direction of -- transformation: generating new and otherwise unobtainable possibilities, from

individual identities to organizational cultures to systems change? How do we all, as partners, get

on the same page about whether and in what ways we intend them to? How do we determine

what difference it makes to the outcomes of partnerships?

These questions are the core of an ongoing project to refine the TRES (Transformational

Relationship Evaluation Scale) II Toolkit: a set of reflection prompts for use by individuals,

partners, networks, and partnership entities to examine the transformational aspirations and

characteristics of their partnerships. The Toolkit is grounded in the convictions that (a) deepening

and inquiring into the democratic and transformative qualities of our partnerships involve critical

reflection on key dynamics (e.g., power sharing, decision making) and on goals and outcomes,

and (b) such reflection can be designed to generate actionable learning that can tangibly improve

partnership practices.

Join the developers of the Toolkit on September 21 at 9:30am-noon EDT or September

22 at 2:00-4:30 EDT for a virtual discussion of frameworks for deepening community-campus

engagement, a walk through the Toolkit, and an opportunity to contribute to its ongoing
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refinement. Everyone is welcome; the sessions will each be capped at 20 participants to allow for

small group engagement. Please register for this free session at URL by September 10, 2021.
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E3 ICC 2022 Summit Abstract

Event: Indiana Campus Compact 2022 Summit

Title: Deepening Partnerships: Inquiry through Co-creation of the TRES II Reflection

Framework

Abstract:

How do we know whether our partnerships are– or are moving in the direction of–

transformational: generating fundamental change, from individual identities to organizational

cultures to systemic justice? How do we get on the same page about whether we intend them to?

And what difference does inquiring into partnerships make? This project integrates inquiry and

practice through co-creation of a process / tool for critical reflection on partnership dynamics

(e.g., power sharing) that is designed to tangibly improve practice: the TRES II Reflection

Framework. Participants will use and critique the Framework, contributing to refinement and

co-generating concrete ideas for inquiry across contexts.
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E4 Assessment Institute 2022 Abstract

Event: Assessment Institute 2022

Title: Assessment as and through co-inquiry: Multi-institutional reflection on

community-campus partnership quality using the Transformational Relationship Evaluation

Scale II

Abstract:

How do we know whether partnerships are moving in the direction of transformational?

How do we get on the same page about whether we intend them to? And what difference does

inquiring into partnership quality make in the relationships, processes, and outcomes of

community engagement? Facilitators share a multi-institutional assessment project that integrates

inquiry and practice through co-creation of tools for reflection on partnership quality that is

designed to generate actionable learning: the Transformational Relationship Evaluation Scale II

and associated Reflection Framework. Participants will use excerpts from the tools, hear from

pilot site representatives, and discuss implications for their contexts.
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E5 PACE 2022 Abstract

Event: PACE 2022

Title: Reflecting on, Assessing, and Deepening Partnerships in SLCE

Abstract:

Deepening the democratic and transformative qualities of partnerships involves critical

reflection on key dynamics (e.g., power sharing, decision making). Participants will use and

critique excerpts from the new TRES II Reflection Framework, which guides SLCE partners in

Describing and Examining their relationships (including with the Transformational Relationship

Evaluate Scale II) and Articulate Learning so as to deepen partnerships.
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Appendix F

Population Engagement with TRES II Reflection Framework

Table F1

Population Engagement

Events Number of Engaged Participants

Fall Workshop September 21, 2021 27

Fall Workshop September 22, 2021 13

PACE Conference 9

IARSLCE 2021 Conference 9

ICC 2022 Summit & Research
Symposium

9

Research Site RF Participants

(consent forms)

26

Total 93
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Appendix G

Pre-Recorded TRES II RF Supplementary Videos

Instructional videos were created to accompany and guide the use of the RF. These

videos were pre-recorded and were shared with all study participants. Below are links to

each instructional video:

● Introduction to the Reflection Framework (7:54) - https://use.vg/iAnhJo

● Focal Relationship and Describe (4:04) - https://use.vg/gla8S0

● Examine I (1:37) - https://use.vg/1RnLcm

● Examine II (2:56) - https://use.vg/iROQ6o

● Examine III (3:22) - https://use.vg/HlHFlj

● Examine IV (3:04) - https://use.vg/xaEFkc

● Articulate Learning (3:02) - https://use.vg/RgJvPy
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